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By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Assistant News Editor

new school
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Edttor In Chtef

The six colleges on campus
may be expanded to seven if
Murray State University is
granted its wish of
establishing an engineering
school.
President Ronald J. Kurth
began his efforts to raise interest in the project during a
speech to the West Kentucky
Legislative Caucus on Sept.

7.
"Last September when I
met with them for the first
time, I told them of some of
our ambitions, and they
focused on our desire for an
engineering school," he said.
Kurth said he believes the
legislators' interest stems
from their desire for educational development and
locating more technologybased industries in western
Kentucky.
He said that regional corporate leaders say it is expensive to recruit engineers
from other areas and uncertain whether new engineers
will even stay in Kentucky
after they begin working.
"They (companies) want
engineers who are settled,
happy and will stick with
them,'' he said. "They want
to keep talented people in
Kentucky."
KurHi !aid the engineering school would be an expensive venture, and he will
ask the state to fund a
feasibility study as the ru·st
step.
Tom Auer, dean of the Col-

Sources show the engineer·
ing field will grow throughout
the 1990s.
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Although the Physical Plant Complex
keeps Murray State University habitable
and beautiful, the plant, which was
originally built to support a larger campus
of 14,000 students, may now be too small to
support the growth of the University.
Outing the next few years the University
will not see an increase in funds from the
state because of an equalization plan pushed by the community colleges to bring
them to the same level as the universities.

Jim Hammack, faculty representative on
the Board of Regents, said that change will
be to Murray State's disadvantage.
"It will affect our ability to increase spending and services,'.' he said.
For the Physical Plant Complex, it
means a few more years without an in·
crease in budget during a time when MSU
just added the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology and is
planning to add a sports arena.
Currently working on an $8 million
budget, Ed West, director of the Physical

Plant Complex, said his department bas
not had a budget increase since 1980.
"If we look at the square footage we have
to maintain, we are spending $2.30 per
square foot,'' he said. "That is barely
adequate."
West said the University should be spending about $3 for each of the 3 million
square feet of land it maintains.
"We compare to the best in the country,"
Please
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Reaching out to help those in
need, Murray State University's American J:tumanics
department is sponsoring the
United Way campaign, which
raised more than $4,000 for
United Way last year.
The' campaign started at the
beginning of September and
will end Sept. 30, but pledges
will be accepted anytime, said
Roger Weis, director of
American humanics.
Last year, Weis said, Murray
State employees and students
increased their pledges to
United Way by more than 200
percent over the previous year.
"But we're still not pledging
as much as an organization of
similar size in our area," Weis
said. "We want to increase it
even more. This year, our goal
is $6,000."
The money goes to 15 health
and service organizations in
Murray and Calloway County,
such as American Red Cross,
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of
America, the Humane Society
and Spouse Abuse Hotline.
Weis said the campaign also
served more than 1,000 elderly
citizens last year in the Hot
Meals on Wheels program.
''Meals on Wheels is a program in most communities
across country where the elderly who can't get out are brought
hot meals every day," be said.
Weis said that so far the campaign seems to be going well.
"We're doing something that I '
call a triple dip."
Students in humanics are
meeting with the Faculty
Senate, Staff Congress and the
individual departments.
"Then,'' he said, "we'll send
out a memo to everybody who
works at Murray State and to
student organizations."
Weis said he was proud of the
American humanics students
who are making the
presentations.
All of those working in the
campaign are volunteers for
United Way, he said.
"If everyone who works at
Murray State or is a 's tudent
here would consider contributing $1 a month or more to
the payroll deduction plan, we
would have more than enough
money to take care of all these
needs in our community," Weis
said .

Staff Writer
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lege of Industry and
Technology, said he is enthused about the prospect of
an engineering school and
I ooks forward to the
feasability study.
"The study will determine
if there is a real need and until then the industry and
technology programs will
continue to be strong," he
said.
"The related programs we
have i n engineering
technology, industry
technology and occupational
safety and health are very
suitable for the region at this
Please

SIGN OF T-HE TIMES
New Muf'l'lly State University signs adorn both Five Points and the Intersection of highways
121 and 641. Ed West, director of the Physical Plant, said the project had been planned for 10
. years but was only recently started. "There was really no rush," West said. " We were
building the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology, and we wanted to
make sure where everything would be." The bases were built by Williams Masonry of
Paducah at a total cost of $5,500.

see SCHOOL
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MSU operates extensive recycling efforts
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

Photo Illustration by SHAWN LOCKMAN
Blue bins were installed on campus for recycling white paper.

In a society where landfills
are quickly being exhausted,
recycling efforts are are springing up in many locations, including Murray State
University.
"Numerous items are being
recycled on campus," said
Wayne Harper, associate director of grounds maintenance at
Murray State.
White office paper, computer
paper and aluminum cans are
common items being recycled.
Yard wastes, such as leaves and
grass clippings, are used to
make compost. The automotive
department recycles old tires,
batteries and motor oil. Scrap
metal, such as iron and steel,
are also recycled.
Ha.rper said that custodial
maintenance workers are
responsible for collecting the
recyclable items in each of the
buildings involved and setting
it outside by the dumpsters.
Grounds workers pick it up on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. The
materials are then takt:n w a
local recycling company.
"We handle the collection in
this way because we don't have

''The money is
not the primary
concern."
Ed West
Director of Physical
Plant

an excess of storage space in the
buildings," Harper said. "We
do it on an honor system believing people from the community
will not bother the materials.
However, if a problem arises,
we are open to change."
The physical plant handles
the materials in the educational buildings and in Springer Hall.
"We started this project in
mid-November 1990, and as of
the beginning of this
September we have collected
54,180 pounds of paper and
1,586 pounds of aluminum
cans," Harper said.
By September, the effort had
raised $883.14 and saved $450
in dumping fees at the landfill,
Harper said. Since the project
began, aluminum prices have

dropped from 35 cents Lo 20
cents a pound, and paper has
dropped from a penny a pound
to half that amount.
"The money is not the
primary concern," he said. "It
is preventing material from going to the landflll."
The funds accumulated from
the recycling efforts are to be
used in the establishment of a
scholarship.
"The development of this
scholarship is still in the
preliminary stages," Harper
said. "We should have it ready
to be awarded in the spring."
Recycling efforts in the
residence halls are the projects
of hall staff or residents.
An aluminum can recycling
program, for instance, is in effect in Elizabeth Hall. Cammie
Maxwell, a resident adviser in
Elizabeth, oversees the effort.
Boxes are in place in the study
lounges for cans.
"The money that we make by
the end of the semester will go
to Needline," said Kelley
Russell, the senior resident adviser in Elizabeth Hall. "We'll
use the money to buy canned
goods or simply make a cash
donation to the organization."

•
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After the 17th day of classes, MSU had set record enrollments of 6,473 full·tlme
students and more than 7,000
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Everyone wants to be the best person they
can which means always trying to improve on
what is God-given.
However, in trying to lose those extra 10
pounds and obtain that savage tan people often
take measures that do more damage than good.
Low-fat diets, tanning and over-the-counter
medicines seem like healthy options for people,
but The Murray State News takes a look at the
problems that these can cause.
Stories on Page 5
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During the recent NASA shuttle mission, the shuttle passed near enough to
the earth that Murray residents should
have been able to see it as a golden dot
in the horizon.
But, heavy cloud cover made it impossible.
Brian Welch, of NASA, said the
shuttle, traveling at 17 times the speed
of sound, was over Vincennes, Ind., at
about 12:51 a.m. and Nashville at 12:52
a.m.
Because of the cloud cover the shuttle
had to make an extra orbit and land in
California instead of Florida~planned.
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Funds won't cover wish list
Projects prioritized,
accessibility examined
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Alt hough the Murray State
University Board of Regents
a llocated $50,000 for improvements for accessibility to
students with disabilities, the
money is just a drop in the
bucket toward improving accessibility on campus, said
members of a Student Government Association committee.
The allocation resulted from
findings of the SGA's Handicapped Accessibility committee, which was formed in
December 1990 to explore t he
problems that students with
disabilities face each day on the
MSU campus.
The committee was formed as
a temporary one, but the
organization hopes to continue
examining the issue, said Bart
Schofield, SGA president and
one of the eight committee
members.
"I think we've got a lot done
so far," Schofield said.
The committee, which include d two students with
disabilities, created a list of
areas on campus that presented
accessibility problems.
The committee's April 30
report said, "We also understand that $50,000 would not be
an adequate amount of capital
to complete all of the projects,
but we feel that the 'wish list'
will help University administrators in their construction and m aintenance
planning."
"I know $50,000 sounds like a
lot of money," Schofield said,
"but that doesn't cover all
items on this list."
Velvet Wilson, director of student support services and TRIO
programs, agreed.
''I know that sounds like a lot
of money, but it won't go very
far," Wilson said.
The MSU Physical Plant is
examining the list of improvements that SGA compiled
and is putting the items in
order of priority, said Ed West,
Physical Plant director.
Three of the items on the
"wish list" are being examined
for cost, West said, and repairs
should begin soon. They include
installing an additional ramp

Campus Accessibility
• Carr Health -Install a pool lift that will provide accessibility to
students with disabilities. Install stair inclined elevators, "chair
lifts," to allow access to all levels.
• Wood Hall- Three rooms converted for accessibility.
• Currls Center· Freight elevator converted for accessibility.
• Food Services· Renovate and construct ramp on north and
south end of Winslow. Provide convenient access to Fast Track.
Provide alternative entrances where turnstiles are used.
• Hart Hall- Add a ramp to east side of Hart Hall and repair ramp
on southwest comer of complex.
• Fine Arts • Replace existing doors with accessible doors or
lighter door. Fix timing mechanism on elevator doors.
• Faculty Hall - Install flat door plates at all entrances.
• Chair lifts on campus- Give universal key to students with
disabilities.
• Ramps • All ramps on campus should meet or exceed federal
standard where structurally possible. Ramps on campus should
be annually inspected to ensure that they are structurally intact.
• Sidewalks- All sidewalks should be annually inspected to
ensure easy and safe passage.
• Restrooms • All restrooms should have at least one stall that is
of adequate length to close the door when a wheelchair is in the
stall.

L HNGDIN
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at Hart Hall, replacing doors at
Wilson Hall and repaving the
sidewalk outside Elizabeth
Hall.
"We're looking right now to
see how much it would cost ,"
West said.
He said the Physical Plant
workers will probably be able to
replace the doors at Wilson
Hall this fall, but a cost-based
decison will have to be made on
the Hart Hall ramp and the improvement of the pedestrian
mall near Elizabeth Hall.
"The one I feel most sensitive
to is the area around Elizabeth
Hall, which is rough," West
said. ''It's difficult fo:r#a sighted
person to walk there, much less
a blind person."
Sidewalk improvements will
be made this fall and winter,
however, with money obtained
from the general maintenance
budget of the Physical Plant
Complex, West said.
"We're looking primarily at
routes between classrooms and
the dorms," West said.
He said repaving existing
sidewalks will help students
who use wheelchairs get
around campus better.
"The average person really
doesn't think about it (cracked
sidewalks)," West said.
"I've seen some students having problems with sidewalks so
far this semester," Schofield
said.
Elevators also can present a
potential problem to students
with disabilities.
The Physical Plant is exploring the cost of making the Curria Center freight elevator accessible to students wit h
disabilities, West said.
He also said he wants to look
into the cost of getting an audible signaling devic e for
elevators on campus. "That's
going to be a rather long-term
thing," be said.
What most students take for
granted, such as opening and
closing a door, can present

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

numerous problems to students
with disabilities.
"It's har d for a student in a
wheelchair t o wheel himself in
and open the door," Wilson
said.
West said the Physical Plant
is looking at in s talling
automatic doors in some MSU
buildings, such as Ordway
Hall.
Renovations of existing
buildings can also become quite
expensive.
Wilson said renovations to
restrooms can cost up to $1,000.
"So just those types of renovations would eat up the money,"
she said.
The expense of some renovations will mean that some
buildings will stay inaccessible
to students with disabilities.
Buildings such a s Lovett
Auditorium and the Ca rr
Health Building, both built
during Murray State's early
years, will probaoly remain in·
accessible, West said.
Lovett Auditorium meets the
intent of Section 504 of the
Americans with Disabilities
Act, but restrooms are inaccessible to some. ''There's no
way you could install a lift for
the bathrooms," West said.
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Students with disabilities
also have problems gaining access to certain facilities in Carr
Health. West said the students
can use certain facilities, such
as the swimming pool, but getting from one place to another
can be difficult.
"Unfortunately, you can't get
from one place to another,"
West said. "1 know about those
problems, it's just that I'm not
able to do something about
them."
Although many of the suggested changes deal with
renovations to buildings to accomm odate students in
wheelchairs, the University
h as not yet looked at problems
the visually impaired may face.
"We haven't begun to look at
barriers to the blind," West
said. "We're not really sure of
the ADA and what is required.
''I don't think we have too
many areas like that," he said.
One barrier consi st s of
ashtrays that protrude from
walls that the visually impaired may run into, he said.
-----------Editor's Note: This is the second of a three-part series
discussing access for students
with disabilities at Murray State
University.

Chandler explains
campaign issues
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Ben Chandler, Democratic
candidate for state auditor,
told Murray State Univers ity's Young Democra ts
Club Tuesday that one of his
main concerns is the role of
youth in politics.
His grandfather, the late
A.B. "Happy" Chandler, was
twice the governor of Kent u cky. Because of his
family 's involv e ment ,
Chandler became interested
in politics early in life.
"I started out young, and I
have a great interest in the
involvement of the youth of
this area," Chandler, 32,
said. " It's vital. We can't
survive without it.
"One of the main things I
want to do as a member of
the Democratic Party," he
said, "and hopefully as an office holder in the future, is to
try to get young people involved and to try to get them
interested in the Democratic
Party. If I'm elected, l would
like to spend a lot of time going around the state encouraging people to become
Democrats."
Chandler said he would
like to get a message to the
mainstream of America to
join the Democratic Party.
"The Democratic Party is
the party that cares about individual people, working
people and the average pers on, " Chandler said ,
"instead of just the wealthy
person. But that hasn't kept
this major trend of young
people, wealthy or not, from
becoming Republicans.
"When you look at the
demographics of this country , Democrats are
predominantly older people
and minority groups," he
said. "Groups like that are
not necessarily mainstream
Americans.
"We're going to have to
look back in history to get
what we're looking for, back
to the principles of people
like Thomas Jefferson and
Andrew Jackson, to see what
kind of ideas those people
had, why there was a need
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for a Democratic Party and
how that could be served to
people today," Chandler
said.
Chandler said getting people to register and then vote
is a problem for the
Republican Party as well as
the Democratic Party.
"In the first election in
Kentucky, 39 percent of
Democrats voted. It's not
just a Democratic problem,
because I think even a
smaller percentage of
Republicans voted in the
primary," Chandler said.
"It's a really serious problem and it strikes me that it
has to do with television," he
said. "It's the fact that people aren't as much interested
in getting involved with the
community as they used to
be because it's easy to go
home and be entertained."
Chandler said it is important for people to get involved for the sake of their
future.
"The standard of living
has decreased so markedly,
now where you had a oneworker family you have a
two-worker family, and people don't seem to be any better off," said Chandler.
" It's up to us to defme
what the Democratic Party
will be. The future is too important," be said. " It's up to
us to show people that their
participation is important.
"How wonderful it would
be to get young people
together and get some kind
of coherent message about
what we as young people
want our country to be and
where we want it to go, and •• ·
to find people: who believe in
that message and will carry
t hat message along,." he
said.
Chandler won the
Democratic primary in May
by defeating Robert Mead
CPA.
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You Can BeAn

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIAUST
With HUMANA

WE OFFER:
TRAINING

One full year of intensive education and professional development will make you expert in this
chosen profession.

TECHNOLOGY

You will become familiar with Humans's state-ofthe-art IBM 30XX equipment and the latest in
application technology.

BENEATS

Very competitive salaries, and a benefit package
that Includes life, health, and dental Insurance,
tuition cost, a company savings plan, on-site fitness center, flex time, and many other attractive
perks.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

Because HUMANA is such a large and expanding
company, your position of responsibility in the corporate Systems Department gives you an unusual
opportunity for career advancement.

YOU NEED:

• BS Degree in Computer Science or Information
Systems
• GPA of 2.9 or above

TO APPLY:

Contact your placement office to arrange an interview on Monday, Sept 23, 1991.

II08B'8 WHI<I<I,
ALIGNMENT
801 OliftSL
1&8-1351

+lumana.

Bread sticks 1.90
Cheese Sticks 3.40
Drinks 12 oz. can .60¢
Coke* Sprlte*Diet Coke
Extras .30¢ (Pepperoni & Garlic Butter)
Prlcea Include Salea Tax

SERVING MURRAY
Dlxlel•ncl ............ c.nt.

753·6666

FREE

Delivery
During Business
r-------------,
Hours
·--------------,
•

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
\VITI I I - 1~" PIZZA
1 TOPPING

$5.99 ...
ADOIT10NAl l()fiPINI;.S $ •95 e<xh
NOT VAll) wmt N« OTHER COUlON

L--------------~

2- 14" PIZZAS

Lm. • 12:30 a.m.
Mon. • Thura.
11 a.m. • 1:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Noon • 11 :30 p.m.
Sunday

11

ALL THE MEATS

.1--------------.J
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Print '91 offers opportunities ~NE~w.....;;._sB_RIE_F__,;;.__s_ _.___._...
ay MICHELE cARLToN
Staff Writer

The Windy City offered more
than just the typical tourist attractons for about 25 Murray
State University students and
three faculty members attended Print '91 recently.
Chicago's Print '91 attracted
800 exhibitors from the United
States and 70 nations.
Gene Bailey, assistant professor of graphic arts
technology, said the trip was
designed for students to participate in some of the new
methods, new technology and
state-of-the-art equipment used
in graphic arts and to meet experts in their respected fields of
study.
Bailey said the graphic arts
technology department
distributed newsletters, released information on graduates in
the field and sold t-shirts
printed by MSU students to
promote MSU's program.
"I told people about the campus and the department.
Almost everyone was curious
about where Murray was
located," said Sheri West, a
graphic arts technology/printing management major from
Murray.
Micah Callough, a freshman
graphic arts technology/printing management major from
Wilmington, Del., said he has
attended several print expositions before Print '91.
"I went with my dad when I
was younger just to see what he
was doing with his job at DuPont. Then I really got interested in the field," he said.
"Now I've got a job this summer because I went to Print

Twenty-five Murray State
University students recently
participated In Print '91 In
Chicago. MSU students and
faculty (above) also sponsored
a booth In which they gave Information about MSU and Its
graphic arts technology program. The show also allowed
students to Interact with professionals~ In the graphic arts
area. Jam~s S. Hackett, a field
sales manager for DuPont and
a member of the GAT department advisory board, speaks
with Micah Callough , a
freshman graphic arts
technology major from Wilmington, Del.

Photos by TRENT REDMOND

SGA encourages volunteerism
. The Murray State University Student Government
Association agreed to participate in "Into the Streets," a program which will encourage University students to vounteer
in the community.
The program, which is part of a national effort, will be Nov.
1. Campus organizations wishing to participate should send a
letter of intent to the Student Activities office by this
afternoon.
In other business:
• curris Center Craze will be from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., Saturday,
in the Curris Center. Admission is free. Events include "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show," Fun Flicks and putt-putt golf.
•The University student phone directories are scheduled to
arrive on Oct. 16.
•Gripe Day is Oct. 2. Booths will be set up in the Curris
Center and Faculty Hall.
•A constitutional revision committee was established.

Counseling groups offer help
The following groups are being offered by the Counseling
and Testing Center this fall:
~COA and Adults from Dysfunctional Families will meet 6
to 7:30p.m. Mondays;
•Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse will meet 5 to 6:30
p.m. Tuesdays;
•Parent Training Group will meet 6:30 to 8 p.m. Mondays;
IIAssertiveness Training Group will meet 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.
Thursdays;
•Minorities Support Group will meet 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Thursdays.
Groups will meet in Room 206 of Ordway Hall.

Department attains new status
The Department of Graphics Arts Technology/Printing
Management at Murray State University was officially
designated as a Gravure Resource Center in a campus
ceremony Thursday.
Officials of the Gravure Association of America and the
Gravure Education Foundation participated in the event.
Thomas E. Gray, chairman of the department, said the
Gravure Resource Center at Mw:ray State, one of only six on
campuses across the country, will serve as a dissemination
point for information about the gravure printing process to
assist in developing a larger work force.

'91."
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J •T • Lee
Jeweler

for a cfusnae?
Quality Jewelry
Repair and
Custom Design

Dixieland Center 75Q.1141
Monday- Friday 10 a.m.-6p.m.

Currls Center Theater

HAIR- SIZZLED, FRIED,
SINGED FROM
Blow Dryingl Hot Rollersl
Curling lronsl

Sept.25

'.

Worn-out hair deserves a lOTAl
revitalization with Matrix Essentials.
For your personalized Matrix Hair
Care Plan, consult our expert
stylists today.

wmatrtx

Ask about a FREE Haircut
and
WINNING STYLES SWEEPSTAKES
Grand Prize Trip To Australis

FUm times: S:SO p.m. • all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.· tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2J50 withoutMSU m
All times subject to chanle- Funded by SGA.

REBD[INES
#2 Dixieland Center

753-0882

--------

Whrever said nothirig in life is 'jree,
obviously hadn't heard about

Carefree
Checking
It's FREE!
• No monthly fee
• No per check charge
• Free QUFSf ATM card
•Nominimum

If we WeN you,
we'd bank with us/

REPUBLIC

®fl

Sa~ Bank

Under the terms of Chapter 71, City of Murray Code of Ordinances, the
purchase of city auto stlc~era Is required, as follows:
City Residents • Each vehicle owned/leased
Non-residents • Vehicle used In the course of
employment
The ordinance applies to part-time employment. Non-resident
university students who do not work are exempt from the ordinance.
For further Information contact the City Clerk's office. 762-0350.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

1201 Main St.
7159-1630

--------
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Recycling efforts
could go further

Murray State's
recycling efforts
making progress

Since recycling efforts began in November 1990,
MuiTay State University has done its part to contribute to the worthwhile effort of cleaning up the
environment.
From collecting items as computer paper, office
paper and aluminum cans to piling garden waste
for compost, MSU has played a major role in
recycling.
Murray State has collected approximately 1,586
pounds of aluminum cans and more than 54,000
pounds ln recyclable paper products. To date, MSU
has raised nearly $900 and saved an estimated
$450 in fees for dumping such materials.
Another commendable act is the planning of a
scholarship provided from funds produced through
the recycling effort of the University.
But what else can be done?
What about Cl·eating a glass recycling program
for the University? Perhaps Murray State may be
able to raise more money for the proposed scholarship fund.
Also, the Physical Plant should look into
establishing a way to protect the recyclable
materials from people who may steal aluminum
cans and use the money for themselves. Protecting
these recyclable items would keep the money with
Murray State.
We have done a great deal to aid the environmental effort, yet more can be done. We simply urge the
University to consider these proposals and congratulate those involved for a job well done.

Planned program Students deserve a radio station
a plus for Murray
.

Led by President Ronald J. Kurth, Murray State
University is attempting to establish an engineering school.
The proposed school may very well attract more
students to MSU. Plus, many businesses in the
region would more likely hire graduates who are
from this area and have plans to stay in the region.
There is also the possible attraction of industry
into an area with an engineering. school, as well as
further development in industry which are already
here.
The area has a new Information Park, as well as
TVA. Also, there is a chance that AVLIS, an
uranium enrichment plant, may come into the area.
With such a school, who knows what other
businesses may follow.
The advantages of obtaining such a school are
numerous and profitable, not only for the University but also for the entire region.

1be

Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Traveling throughout the
northeast this summer, I was in
a state of musical bliss. From
Boston to New York to Montreal. my ears were treated to
the sweet sound of real music.
Unfortunately I had to return
to the music void of Murray.
Someone with varied musical
tastes can find, possibly, four
different types of music on the
radio dial here. The listener can
find classical (WKMS), Top 40
(WDDJ and WWKF), adult con·
temporary (rock 'n' roll without
the rap or electric guitar, found
on WCVQ and disc jockeyless
WBLN) and country (which can
be found on all other radio stations from one end of the dial to
the other).
When I first came to Murray,
I was shocked to find no college
station specifically for the
students, which can be found at
most major universities. Nor
were there any stations cater·
ing to the college.
I did find WDDJ, a Top 40 station featuring repetitive music
and high school football games.
I like some Top 40... the ftrst 75
times. (I've begun to hear

area, WBLN's deejays are in
California or on Mars. What's
the difference? WBLN cannot
JAMES
LOCKWOOD take requests either way.
· Recently, WSJP, which can
Assistant News
be
found on the AM dial, has
Editor
created a new nighttime show
called Club 1130. It advertises
Bryan Adams' "Everything I itself as a college show that
allows students to air their opi·
Do" in my sleep.)
nions, listen to alternative
There is also 92-FM, now sounds and send love messages
known as Power 92. Before the to that special someone.
switch, WNYU, out of Jackson,
I must say it is a daring move
Tenn., played a good mix of for a Murray station. However,
rock without the repetitive syn- the marketing strategies seem
thesized sound of rap or the to be aimed at Murray and
sleepy sound of Barbara Strei- Calloway County high schools
sand.
,
- not Murray State.
Unfortunately, the station
What most Murray State
now seems to target listeners students want (and in no way
who like a harder edge and a am I representing the whole
heavoier beat. Poor 92.
University) is a radio station
WBLN would like to cater to they can listen to and depend
the college, if it had the music upon. A college station at Muror the deejay to do it. The music ray is needed and wanted.
it plays is good for a dentist's ofWhen choosing a college,
fice, but I do not think I would most students do not check for a
"puinp up the volume" for radio station, but one would
Basia or Barry Manilow.
add to the ambiance of the
And whereas some deejays University and give it just one
can set the mood for listeners more thing to toot its horn
depending on the mood of the about.

To the Editor:
This writing is in response to
Danna Kilby's letter to the
editor in the Sept. 6 Murray
State News. In that letter, Don·
na noted recyclable paper in the
dumpster outside her office.
This observation of recyclable
paper in the dumpster led her
to conclude that her efforts
were a waste of time and that
the University wasted money
in the purchase of recycling
containers.
For clarification purposes, I
would like to inform the campus of the progress of our recycl·
ing program.
During the rll'st 10 months of
our program, we have recycled
more than 55,000 pounds of
paper and more than 1,500
pounds of aluminum cans. This
is in addition to our composting
and automotive-related recycling efforts.
Direct monetary returns from
the sale of these materials is
$850, while savings from reduced tipping fees is $450. Monies
from the sale of recycled
material will fund an annual
scholarship. These figures in·
dicate that progress is being
made in recycling at Murray
State.
Progress notwithstanding, we
can still improve our program. I
would like to encourage the
students, staff and faculty of
Murray State to recycle more
and alleviate the recyclable
paper from reaching the landfill. Thank you.

Wi.jiii Harper
Chairman
Recycling Committee

Reader prefers
old gray mare
return as 'Bred
To the Editor:
As a cheerleader for two years
in 1939 and 1940 and part of
1941, I wonder what has happened to the old Thoroughbred
name of the football players
whose theme song I knew so
very well: "The old gray mare,
she ain't what she used to be,
she ain't what she used to be,
many long years ago."
I wish we could go back to
calling our team the
Thoroughbreds, instead of the
Racers.
Turner Kirkland
Alumnus
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lan Courter
Senior

" You can't make the students
stay here. A lot of freshmen go
home for the weekends, because
they aren't used to the campus.
"Most of the activities here on
the weekends are fraternity
related. For students who
aren't in a fraternity, there's
not much here, unless you go
South."

David Steinberger
Junior

"The students need to get
more involved in groups, like
Greeks or some other organization. I'm with the Baptist Student Union, so there are groups
that offer something productive
to do, like sports or something.
"I think that one reason that
students go home for the
weekends is that they live close
by."

Marte Crlm

Kathy Norwood

Senior

Freshman

"I think that better job opportunities would keep a lot of
students here. I work back
home and they allow me to
work on the weekends and they
work around my schedule. If I
can't come in some weekend,
then they say that it's fine.
"I just think that employers
should try to work with the student's schedules."

"I think that there should be
more activities, for one thing,
besides frat parties where
there's a lot of drinking.
"Students need to be involved
and informed about everything.
Basically, I go to school and go
home. And if there is something
that is going on, by the time
you find out about it, it's usually too late."

~ptember 20,
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~Little helpers may spell trouble
Fast food may be healthful Ignoring a label
often dangerous

By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

, In today' s society, more and
more emphasis is being placed
on looking thin and eating
healthfully as more people are
changing their eating habits to
.include foods low in fat, sodium
and cholesterol.
r But
for many college
ptudents, what they eat
depends on what is the easiest
to flx. Most of these convenient
foods are high in calories,
sodium, cholesterol and fat.
Brian Van Horn, a senior
dietetics major, said the eating
habits of most college students
revolve around their fast-paced
lifestyles.
"Fast foods that are deep
fryed are extremely bad," he
said. "They should try to choose
those foods that are broiled or
baked."
Rebecca Noffsinger,
registered dietitian at the
Murray-Calloway Oounty
Hospital, said you can make the
right choices when eating fast
foods.
"You can make a good choice
by trying hard and being selective.'' she said. "Leave off
cheese and sauces, avoid fried
foods and choose lean meats or
grilled chicken to reduce
calories and fat."
Many students also rely on
prepared low-fat foods that they
can easily heat in the
microwave. Van Horn said
'there has been a breakthrough
in these products that can help
students eat more healthfully
while keeping the convenience
of a TV dinner.
"ProdQcts 1 such as Lean
Cuisine help to knock down the
fat content in your diet," he
said.
Many students eat at oncampus dining facilities and
often choose the wrong foods to
reduce fat and cholesterol.
"I eat in the T-Room every

By AMY LEAR
Associate Editor

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
day for lunch, and I have noticed for every one person that
eats in the hot food line there
are five who eat at the grill,"
Van Horn said. "In the hot food
line, there are choices of different vegetables and meats,
and there is always the salad
bar."
Noffsinger said that when
eating from the salad bar, one
should, avoid the potato ,salad
and coleslaw and pile on plenty
of raw vegetables instead.
"Put your salad dressing on
the side, not on top of your
salad,'' she said. "If you don't,
you could end up eating as
many calories as in a triple
cheeseburger."

Both Van Horn and Noffsinger advised students to read
the labels on all products they
purchase. Ingredients to avoid
include sucrose, glucose, dextrose,maltose,lactose,fructose,
syrups, honey, and
hydrogenated and saturated
fat.
"When you check the label of
a product like butter, the No. 1
i.oo~n.t ~should be liquid
vegeiiable oil or water/' Noffsinger said. "The reason is
because what is liquid at room
temperature will be liquid in
your arteries, and what is hard
at room temperature will be
hard in your arteries."
Such products as peanut but-

-

ter and bananas may be advertised as cholesterol free, but the
ads may be misleading.
"Cholesterol is produced in
the liver of animals," Noffsinger said. "So products like
peanut butter and bananas
never had cholesterol in them
to begin with."
Both Noffsinger and Van
Horn agreed that excerci~ ia
the key to losing weight and
maintaining a healthful diet.
"Being physically active
helps to burn fat and to increase your heart rate," Noffsinger said. "If you combine a
healthful diet with excercise,
you will get better results."

Every day, without a second thought, people grab an
aspirin for a headache or a
couple of cold tablets for a
stuffy nose. Recent studies
have shown, however, that
many over-the-counter
medicines have potentially
dangerous effects if not used
as directed or if precautions
are ignored.
"!think we tend to be leaning toward a false security,
that if it is an over-the·
counter drug, it is safe," said
Judy Lyle, a registered
nurse at Student Health Services. "That is not always
true."
One of the ways many peo:
ple misuse over-the-counter
medicines is in not following
the directions for correct
dosage, Lyle said.
"1 guess we all have the
tendency to think if one is
doing the job, then two will
do better," she said.
If a person takes more than
the recommended dosage,
side effects and other difficulties can result, Lyle
said. "For example, with
aspirin there can be many
problems," she said. "It can
irritate the gastral lining
and can cause nausea and
vomiting."
By reading the labels, a
person will flnd various warnings, such ,as "may cause
drowsiness,"~'do not operate
heavy machinery" or "if condition persists for more than
10 days, see a doctor."
Lyle said it is very important to heed the precautions.
"Products containing antihistamines are the worst

ones about causing
drowsiness," she said.
She said people should be
careful when operating
machinery, such as a car,
when using any drug that
causes drowsiness. "The
steady motion of a car makes
you sleepy anyway, but
when added to the antihistamine, it will intensify
the sleepiness," she said.
Over-the-counter medications should also only be used for a limited time. "If you
are still sick after 10 days,
you are ignoring the problem," Lyle said. "There
may be something more to
the problem. If you have had
it that long, you should see
someone about it."
Many brands are on the
market, but Lyle said there
are three things to look for
when selecting an over-thecounter medication. "Look
for ones that fulfill most of
your needs, ones that have a
good description on the bottle as to what it does and
ones that will not interact
with your present condition," Lyle said.
She said there are other
simple measures to treat
symptoms that are just as effective as the medicines and
that do not have a risk of
side effects.
Such palliative measures
include lying down in a dark
place with a cold compress
for a headache or gargling
with warm salt water and
drinking plenty of fluids for
cold symptoms.
"One of the best resources
a person can use when they
go to the drugstore is the
pharmacist," Lyle said.

1Sun worshipers often suffer health side effects
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

.

Sun exposure depends .on skin type

The eternal sun gods and god·
desses are tall, have perfect
bodies and have skin tanned to
According to the American Academy of Dermatology, there are different skin types, each with their own safe amount
perfection. Everyone wants to
of time to spend in the sun.
be one, basking themselves in
the hot summer sun until day's
end.
Type I
The sun perks up spirits and
makes for ideal settings for
These people are extremely sensitive, they always
most outdoor activities. It has
and never tan. Persons with very fair complexions,
burn
therapeutic benefits, as well,
with red or blond hair and freckles fall into this category.
such as helping to relieve some
symptoms of asthma, arthritis,
They can stay in the sun without protection for up to
some skin diseases and other
seven minutes before burning and should always use a
physical discomforts.
sunscreen with at least an SPF of 29 or 39.
It . also provides the
psychological benefits that accompany bronzed bodies, which
Type II
symbolize attractiveness, youth
These people are very sensitive to the sun; they burn
and fitness.
easily and tan minimally. These people should use an
But while the sun provides
me advantages, overexposure
SPF protection of 29. Without a sunscreen they begin to
sunlight and tanning beds
burn after 15 minutes in tRe sun.
ay be hazardous. Besides
mitting its light, the sun gives
Off invisible ultraviolet rays
Type Ill
t hat cause the skin to tan or
These people are sensitive to the sun, yet they burn
burn. Excessive exposure to
moderately and tan gradually. They burn after 21 mint hose UV rays causes rapid aging of the skin, an increased freutes in the sun and should use an SPF 15 or 29.
quency of skin cancer and even,
occasionally, death.
Type IV
TypeV
Mark Bell, a sophomore
business and marketing major
These people are minimally sensitive, rarely burn
These people are less sensitive to the sun. They
from Taylorsville, said he does
and
tan
well
to
a
dark
brown.
After
28
minutes
in
the
sun
never
burn and tan easily to a dark brown. Still, an SPF
not believe in lying in the sun
there is still a chance to burn. An SPF of 15 or 29 is of Sis recommended for protection from the sun's harmfor hours to get a tan. "I think
laying out is the worst thing
recommended.
ful rays.
you can do for your skin," he
said.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON AND MARK ADAMS
According to the American
Academy of Dermatology, tannIf exposed to the sun too long,
"We suggest limiting sun ex- The risk of burning drops con- altitudes because the ating is a response to injury, a person may experience some posure," Lyle said. "Especially siderably after 3 p.m. Other mosphere blocks fewer UV
because the sun's rays kills mild redness, peaking 24 hours when using medications, and ways to avoid a sunburn are to rays. The wind increases the efsome cells on contact and in- later. In severe cases, reactions using a sunscreen with at least use a sunscreen or a sunblock fects of UV rays, as well.
jures others. That occurs when including extreme tenderness, an SPF of 15 when in the sun." and to wear loose clothing
Even cloudy or overcast days,
UV rays penetrate through to pain, swelling, blistering and,
There is no quick cure for a while in the sun.
when
sunlight is scattered by
the skin's inner layer and the sometimes, nausea, fever and sunburn. A wet compress, a
Certain weather conditions
atmospheric
conditions, can be
browning pigment, melanin, is chills within 12 hours.
bath and some lotions will pro- also increase the risk of sunthe
source
of
a burn.
Judy Lyle, a registered nurse vide partial relief.
produced and moves to the
burn. It is easier to burn more
outer layers, becoming the visi- at Student Health Services,
Amy Smith, a sophomore
The best way to avoid a sun- severely on a hot day because
ble tan. Melanin is produced 48 said that on occasion the office burn is to stay out of the sun the heat increases the effects of psychology major from
hours after sun exposure and sees students who have overex- during the peak hours, which ultraviolet radiation. It is also Paducah, said she tries to avoid
~ peaks two weeks later.
posed themselves to the sun.
are between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. easier to burn in higher the sun as much as possible.

~

"I don't get out in the sun
much because I burn too easily.
Even in the tanning beds I get
red and peel," she said.
Lyle said Student Healt h Services tries to discourage the use
of tanning beds. "I don't think
anyone for sure knows how safe
those things are," she said. '
Chip Perkins, an employee at
the Big Kahuna Tanning Hut,
said there are certain restrictions and warnings involved
when tanning in one of the tanning beds.
"Upon the customer's initial
visit, they are warned of t he
dangers of UV radiat ions, and
they are told to wear their goggles to avoid eye injury,"
Perkins said.
No one is allowed to stay in
the beds for more than 30
minutes either, he said. "It is
being said the time limit will be
moved up to 20 minutes maximum sometime in the future,"
he said.
Overexposure to the sun or
tanning beds may have many
long-term effects. Exposure for
several years may cau se
premature wrinkling, making
people look 15 to 20 years older
than they actually are. This
cumulative exposure also
weakens the skin's elasticity
and may cause red, yellow, gray
or brown "liver spots" or other
growths on the skin that may
lead to cancer.
When seeking a tan,
regardless of any warnings t he
American Academy of Dermatology has said the best way
is to tan gradually. Gradual exposure to the sun permits optimal production of melanin.
"I believe a little su n is good.
It's the excessive sun that is
really going to hurt you . Eventually you will end up with skin
cancer," Bell said. "A little color is nice, but you can get that
from eating the right foods and
taking care of yourself."
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System will aid instruction
have ever had,'' Owen said.
Boggess said the grant only
covered a bout one-fifth of the
actual cost of the system, which
totalled about $180,000.
"The bulk of th~ funding for
this," Boggess said, "came from
monies from our b eing
established as the Center for
Reservoir Research or t he
Center of Excellence in 1970!'
The Center of Excellence has
three key components: t he Hancock Biological Station on Kentucky Lake, the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Ce n ter
(MARC) in the Lowry Center
annex and the Ch emical Services Laboratory in t h e
Blackburn Science Building.
The center receives an allocation of money from the state,
Boggess said. Part of the money
bought equipment to support
the operation of the center.
"For the first couple of years
most of the emphasis was placed on the biological station. We
want to strengthen the other
two areas," he said. " What we
found we needed was a state-ofthe-art instrument to do the
analytic chemistry."
Owen said he does not want to
limit the use of the system. He
said he invites inquiries about
the new system from people
who feel it might aid them with
analytical needs or in other
activities.

By MICHELE CARLTON
Staff Writer

Murray State University's
College of Science now has a
state-of-the-art analytical
system that will aid in instruction and research.
The system is a Hewlett.Packard Mass-Engine which includes a gas chromatogram, a
mass spectrometer and a computer data station, said Gary
Boggess, dean of the college and
director of the Center of
E xcellence.
The National Science Foundation awarded the college a
$36,000 grant to aid in the purchase of the system.
David Owen, director of the
Chemical Services Laboratory,
co-authored the grant proposal
with Bob Volp, associate professor; Dean Turner, assistant
professor in the department of
chemistry; David White, professor and director of the Hancock Biological Station; and
Marty Mitchell, assistant professor in the department of
biological sciences.
Owen said the system will be
used in teaching organic and inorganic laboratories a.n d will
pr ovi de greater research
capabilities for other areas of
science and various regional
service projects.
"This system is the most
powerful and complex array we

PEOPLE
STEPHEN C. MORGAN, a 1991 Murray State University

graduate from Paducah, has been awarded a President's
Fellowship to pursue doctoral studies at Georgia Tech beginning this fall.
Morgan graduated with a bachelor of science degree in
chemistry and magna cum laude honors.
He also received a departmental fellowship, giving him
$18,400 for the first year of studies and $16,400 each year for
the next three years.
THIRTY UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE STUDENTS at Mur-

ray State University are the beneficiaries of renewable
$1,500 Science Undergraduate Research Fellowships for this
year.
Recipients include the following:
• Biology - Cheryl L. Anderson, a freshman from Bluford,
Ill.; Heather Clauson, sophomore, Union City, Tenn. ; Cindy
Cothran, freshman, Gilbertsville; James Mark Lockett,
junior, Paducah; and Christy Powell , sophomore,
Hopkinsville.
• chemistry - Michael Todd Cowan, junior, Sturgis; Krista
Amy Fennel, freshman, Hardin; and Tara L. McAllister ,
freshman, Winslow, Ind.
• Geosciences- Monika K. Cloys, sophomore, Clinton; Bryce
E. Currie, freshman, McLeansboro, ill.; Jennifer L. Kazwell,
junior, Mt. Vernon, Dl.; and Dennis Ruez, freshman , Centralia, Ill.
• Mathematics - April S. Austin, sophomot·e, Morganfield;
Gina L. Baggett, sophomore, Marion, Ill., Elizabeth C. Elder,
sophomore, Mayfield; and April D. Ross, freshman,
Tompkinsville.
• Nursing - Leslie D. Berry, junior, Clinton; Rachael M.
Burdin, sophomore, Horse Branch; and Christina I. Zabel,
sophomore, Paducah.
• Physics - Joel M. Attey, freshman, Edwardsville, Ill .;
Regina G. Brewer, freshman, Owensboro; Sabrina D. Edelen,
sophomore, Owensboro; Jeffrey H. Enoch, freshman, Murray;
Brandon Kyle Jeter, freshman, Marion, Ill.; Ryan J . Malone,
sophomore, Murray; Robbie R. Roberson, freshman,
Owensboro; Meena J. Shams, freshman, Bardstown; J ason D.
Taylor, freshman, Franklin; James M. Whaley, junior,
Williamstown; and Jwain White, junior, Union City, Tenn.

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Tiffany Devine, a junior chemistry major from Puryear, Tenn.,
worka on the new computer system located In the Blackburn
Science Building. The system will be used In teaching organic
and Inorganic labs.

Boggess said he hopes to work
with governmental agencies
and other businesses using the
system to further economic
development .

O~en said although the
system will not be open to the
student body for use, he does
anticipate that about 100
students over the next five
years will use the system.

The system is state-of-the-art,
but it is not uncommon, BogStudents who will be directly
gess said. Similar syst ems can
involved
in working with the
be found in various industries
system
are Mike Dunn,
and the state labor atory in
Morganfield;
Tiffany Devine,
Frankfort.
Puryear, Tenn.: Monte Russell,
"It isn't t hat it's unique. Just Buchanan, Tenn.; Doug Joyce,
that it's unique for schoola of Providence; and Wei-Lin Chen,
our size,'' he said.
Nanking, China.

CALENDAR
Saturday Sepl 21

Friday Sept, 20

Sunday Sept. 22

Monday Sepl 23

o•••, ....... .....,...........

llcyctt Rodeo, 9 to 11:30 a.m.,
West Kentucky I..Jvestock

Clllnl .........
"CCnema Paradiso." Currls
Centar 'IJielter, 7:30p.m.

C... "Confined SPice.' 8
Lm. toS p.m., Room.1<48,
lndlllby and Technology
en.. $450 .... Cll7823316 for lnfonnltton.
CoNinun throuoh Wednesday.

Showand Exposition Center.
All ages Invited. Admission Is
25 cents. Drawing at noon for
bicycle. Sponsored by
Calloway tounty 4·H CounciL

~-lsalon.

Frttnlllll.

WKM1 Fall
ftiUIIL
On-alrfundraiSertltled 'The

.... a. Plllll, 5:30p.m., City

Who In Public Radio Is You.'
Continuea urtUgoal of

Pille.

Tuesday Sept. 24
eo.MiaiiiMiglclln. Bob
Gardner, 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
Admission. Spontored by
S1udent GoYflmment
Association.

MIVIt, 'New Jack City.' Currll

"TID IMI&Ibl NltM." 6 p.m.•
C*hln Reid. CandlellglttvlgU
and forum sponsored the
Jackson Purchase NOW.

Judlclll lowlllntervltwl, 5
p.m., 8ar1diy Room.
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~-:-------------- ~ Before you start hitting the books,
Pier 1. \Ve have everything
1()O,A, Off
you need to tum a dull dorm room or apartment into a class act.
·
Like big, fun, futons, colorful rugs, wUque lamps, tables and
Your entire purchase, chairs. As well as a great variety of ocher
•k itqm,
affordable decoratot fumlahlnp. And ri8ht
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bring in the coupon at the left. 'nlen get
ready for a home economica leseoo you can
~~~
really relateto. OnlyatPierl.
• ~~

:Ca:: ;::--s •..,. ot

nu

1a

:!,~ ~
« dl8couaL OIJer doel

Oc:t. 51, 1991.

UNIVERSriY PLAZA • 1mB Oii!S'INUI' Sl't<Etl
• ONE BLOCK EAS1' OF MSU CAMPUS
A~ 'Ib Disa:Jvel:•

AAD'J)DIIaMr~

~-----------

---:.I
OPEN MONDAY - PRIDAY9A.M.- 6 P.M.,
.
SAnJRDAY 9 A.M.- 5 P.M., SUNDAY 1 P.M.- S P.M.

Get to KDow Your

a calendar form. Deadline for
calendar aubmlsslons Is noon
Monday pf1ot to the Ft1day II·
1111 MUlTI)' St6te News lilts
events • spa allows. The

Ntlwllsn« responalb6eforthe
Mall 01 ~lformltion .... .,

NOBODY
!4 KNOWS
:EN
..0en

0~

LIKE

ca.- .DOMINO'S..

or Two for
$12.99!!

.!ilustra{ia, Costa !Rjca, 'Eng{ant!,
1-'in{ant!, Japan, ~nya, or '.Yugoslavia

s. 12th
753-9844

..

Sprilll1992 proiJ'UD and
IICholareblp cleaciJine 18
October 15

• Cost comparable to IISU's

....... ~a~ora~au.:
• Scholanhlpe avallable on
a competitive basis

1111 Murrry Stat1 IWiwl office
(11 1Wlllon Hall) and complete

lilt.

Participate in an overseas exchange 1n

I

ICtlvlly onthe calendar, stop by

Call For One Medium Pizza
Loaded With Extra Cheese
andPeconi for

Wor{d

• ·· Receive acaclemlc crec1it
~- In a variety of courses

The calendar 11st1 MOts of

PEPPERONI PIZZA
FEAST!!

•

~---------------------------------------------------------------

• Spend an academic year or
one semester

gelltfal Interest to the Un!Yer·
slty community. To place your

DOMINO'S KNOWS VOU.LL LOVE , OUR

1

••

10

~ ~lhrouafl

Clntmllnlti'IIIIUonal. 'The Thin
Blue tile.' Currls Center
Theatllr. 7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

this calendar.
(502) 782..w88

Come 1~o· Pier 1 For
A Lesson In
Home Economics.
bit

In lbla <XIUpon and
olf
Nwray- oe1y.

9:30p.m. $1 for the matinee,
$1 .50 for students with Racer
Card, $2.50 for others at the
evening shows.

Calendar Information

Hal Room 213.

Cln1t CeiUr era., 9 p.m. to 2
Lm. Movies, games, 'fun
Alcka.• Free Admltslon.

Jldns
-ave 11*
yo~~tendle~..........
......._a-.
CO! •

Cemer Theater, 3:30, 7 and

Thursday Sept 26

......,.., Society of Professional
Journalists, 4 p.m., Wilson

$34,000 or 850 friends II

·hYi"hw

Wednesday Sept. 25

117

.........................................................
1
i
With This Coupon

1

Get one medium pizza
loaded with extra cheese
and pepperoni for $ 8 . 9 9
or two for $1 2. 9 9

•

Cella WaD
CeDter ......~Pl . . . . .
Lowl7 ceter. 2lld l1oar
781-41111

Extra Toppings .75

•

•••

-··· ......•

1
I

I

Expires Oct. 6, 1991

t September 20, 1991
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-Defaults, income mean no loans for some
By PATRICIA CASH
Assrstant News Edrtor

The continually rising cost of
a college education is causing
more and more students to turn
to such programs as the Stafford and Perkins loans.
Because of student financial
aid reforms, however, many
students across the country
may no longer be able to even
apply for these loans, whether
it be because of their parents'
income bracket or the loan
default rate of the school they
attend.
Middle-income students, who
traditionally have been in the
catch-22 situation of being
neither wealthy enough nor
poor enough to afford college,
had support in Washington,

D.C. in early June. Democratic
leaders in the House of
Representatives proposed that
all students be made eligible for
Stafford Student Loans
regardless of family income.
feel that an extension of
the loan program into the
middle-income bracket is much
needed," said Lou Darnell, student loan accounting manager
at Murray State University.
"There are some families who
can't afford the entire cost of
college and need the aid of
loans that they presently are
not eligible for."
The proposed plan would also
make Pell Grants more readily
available by allowing the
families of college students "to
exclude the amount of equity
they have in their home or farm

:·r

from aid-eligibility calcula- people eligible for student loans
tions,'' according to the June 12 comes with an increased conissue of The Chronicle ofHigher cern about student loan
Education.
defaults.
The proposal conflicts with
"Aides said the proposal
the Bush administration's aim would not increase the $2.7
to shift student fmancial aid billion annual · cost of loan
more in the direction of the defaults because middle-income
lower-income families. families are considered low-risk
However, the authors of the borrowers," the article stated.
proposal stated that middleThis summer, the Departincome taxpayers deserve a ment of Education began to exbreak from the rising cost of a amine ways of curing the
higher education.
plague of student loan defaults.
"More middle-income According to The Chronicle of
students will get more Higher Education, students at
assistance to attend the college as many as 233 colleges and
of their dreams, limited only by trade schools may be denied
their ability and not by their student loans because their
bank accounts," said Rep. school's default rate is too high.
Richard Gephardt, the House
majority leader.
Please see LOANS
The increase in the number of
Back Page

Perkins Loans Recipients
(by sector, 1988-89)
4.1%

D
48.8%

Private
4-year
5.8% .

1 . 1%

Source· DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

FACTORY
DISCOUNT
SHOES

-------------------- -Ladies' Tretorn
$23.95
Ladies' Keds

Sl2.25 12
S38.25

..,,

Ladies' Eastland

S32.2S

Men's Tretorn

$26.25

Men's Keds

SJ~.25

1. It's easy to tre.

6. It can grtJ\Vwith }UL

Bring home an Apple• Macintosh• romputer
today, and use it to complete assignments by
tonight~ ifyou've never used a computer
before.

This week you're ma;onng in phibsophy,
next week it's nuclear ph~. After all, no one
knows exactly what the future wiD bring. That's
why millions cistudents have found that investing in a Macintosh is a sman move. Because
Madntosh can lmmediatety help you do whatever you do-better. And if, come tomorrow, you
find that you want to do something different, no
problem. It's easy to upgrade your Macintosh
to help you dse to the challenge.

2. You clon-t lunre to .....

Men's Eastland

$J5.25

1600 Main - Next to ATn house 753-9419

comput.......

~ui
3. You c1on-t lurve to be a computer
aclance me,lor to Ml one up.
Just plug everything t~ flip the "on"
switch, and you're ready to roll.

7..... ....-t tor college .............
Doing your work fuster, better, and more
creatively is also a plus
in the working

worid-and ~

that's precmy
why Macin!Q'ih

computers are

used in 74 pen:ent
of Fortune l<XXl

PUBLIC WELCOME

• • •

NINE HOLE EXECUTIVE
PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
~Orelllllhe - $3-. (18J

,.,....._,., o.-... -... tr1 (18)

To plaa the chan
In anctherdocumen~

1!2ectdc cara $3 for 9 h.u.
$8forl8hale8

}11$1 c/Joo(,e the

BATriNG CAGES

.......,..

Baseball - Softball
so~

•

~-

.

-u

. .. ....

l'as1e command.

18 BOLE MINIATURE

GOLF COURSE

.. ....... connectlol-.

1b connect a pdnter, a modem, an external
hard disk, or just about any other peripheral
to aMacintosh, simply plug it in. That's all

there is to it.

9. It lets you wotkwith
others.

I. Allllaclntoeh ......... WOitlln the

Learn to use one Macintosh program, and

LESSONS$15
UGHTED DIUVING RANGE $2

companies~

%

you've learned the lmic5 of using them all.
R>r example, the commands you use, such
as Open, Close, Copy, Paste, Save, Cut, Print,
and Undo, are foond in the same placeevery time.

Every Macintosh is equipped with an
Apple SuperDrive~ a unlque ftoppy disk drive
that can use not only Macintosh disks, but also
MS-OOS and OS/2 disks created on IBM and
IBM<Ompalihle computers. With SoftPC from
lnsign.ia Solutions, you can even run MS-DOS
applications on your Macintosh.

10. lt'a eo ..., to netwCNtt.

Just connect the Loca.rllllk• cable from
one Macintosh to another Macintosh.
It takes just a few minutes, and you don't
have to buy any additional hartlware
or software.
11. Yau c.n connect to your
achool'a IMinft..,... or

~.

With Macintosh,
you can send in
assignments,
gain access to
software you
need for a class,
and receive
leaure notes,
class schedules,
and<Xher

&
•

-

informat.iooright from your
own room.

12. It's more

affOrdable than ever
Madntosh prices have never been lowerespecially with the student
pricing available
from your
authorized Apple
campus reseDer.
'lbu may even
qualify for
financing. which
makes Macintosh
even more
affordable.
These reasons all add up to the
1.
powerofMacintosh. The power •
to be your best~
•

$1.75 per penoD
Blltladq ......._., Clll l'wBa

·1..111)-a....~

,:· ,

~I

~
,.._.,.:;;,.t;.
:.!.· ··

a...

LOCATION:
1 112 Mll.ES NORTH OF MSU ON NORTH
16TIIEXT.
753-1152
Jimmy SuUivan, Own~
PGA Golf Professional

r---------------,

I OFF~=~~~
I NAME
I
I ADDRESS
I
I
I

~~~- -

-----Expires 9-80-91
~

For all of your computer needs visit
Computer Source
#1 Dixieland Center • Murray, KY • 42071
or call 759-4603
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Fulfill all your commuaJications
requirements with one course.
A18d STUDENT

SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite.join AT&TStudent Saver Plus. You'll be able

,

.

I I

. .

to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money.

0 Our Reach Out• America Calling Planst

'

save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Managert ;,ill save you time by separating \'

r-~~~~ ~
.
~~

.. ~t...

~·~ .,.._

free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

could

,...

'...1..:. .:_-·t-:-~ '·
1
~~

2/Y

\::!!!!:!?

'\_. P,.

your long distant-e calls from your roommates' calls, tOr

y

' -.:• c;.-,

,_ -..

from almost anywhere to anywhere. 0 And wtth AT&l; you'll alwrtys get the most reliable long

1HOUR
distance service. 0 Plus, if you register for any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer- you'll get a

FREE

free hours worth of AT&T long distance

calling.• As well as discounts on all kinds of things,all year round. 0 So ask aboyt AT&TStudent SaJJer Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Ca111 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
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Students seek fit and fashion

Blue jean hunting
makes editor blue

ByTERES_A_M_A_Y_S________ $35 for jeans.
Staff Writer

~

Excuse me, are those Bugle
Boy jeans you're wearing?
Some students may reply that
yes, they are. Others may
prefer Levi's, Lee's, Wranglers,
Gitano, Guess or one of many
other brands.
Patrick White, a senior
business management major
from Anderson, S.C., said he
likes Bugle Boy jeans and has
recently bought a pair with cuts
and patches on them.
Jeff Campbell, a junior
criminal justice major from
Paducah, said his favorite jeans
are Levi's 50ls because they
are faded, stone-washed and
whitewashed .
"They're comfortable, and
that's what I've always worn,"
Campbell said.
Edie Eberhardt, a senior artceramics major from Lone Oak,
said she likes Guess jeans
because she thinks they look
neat.
"I like stone-washed better
than any other kind," she said.
If they fit and look good,
Eberhardt said, she would pay
$30 for a pair.
White said he determines if
he wants a pair of jeans by the
price. He pays between $30 and

He said he usually does not
wear stone-washed or acid·
washed jeans unless they look
good.
"If they look good, no matter
how much they cost, I'm going
to get them," White said.
"Since I shop in South
Carolina, it's hard for someone
else here to have the same jeans
that I have," he said.
He said he wears his jeans
tight and baggy. It depends on
the circumstances.
"If I'm going out, I wear them
tight. If it's one of those !-don'tcare days, I wear anything. I
wear them baggy without a
belt. They're easy to slip on and
off," White said.
White said he does not have a
problem finding jeans to wear.
But when he played football
Eberhardt said she likes her
and lifted weights, he had some
jeans baggy.
difficulty finding the right fit.
"My thighs were big, but my
"I don't want them to split
waist was small," he said. "Be- out when I bend over ,•· she said.
ing so short and having thighs "I move a lot so, I want to be
that were so big, it made it vir· comfortable."
tually impossible to find pants
Campbell said he has six ·
that would fit my waist."
pairs of jeans and one pair of
Campbell, however, said be cut-off shorts that he made
finds a pair of jeans easily.
himself.
"I just walk into the store,
White said he has five pairs of
find a fit and walk out," Camp- jeans, but he does not wear one
bell said.
of them.

by MELANIE BUCKLIN

"I haven't gotten in that
mood to wear them yet," White
said. "I've had them for a year
and have not worn them yet."
As for jean shorts, White said,
he buys his as shorts and does
not cut jeans off.
"I'm not going to cut my own
jeans. I wear them until they
fall ofT," White said.
"I'm waiting for them to come
out with a pair of jeans with the
butt out," he said.

I know that somewhere out
there is a woman who is the
perfect size 6 and she doesn't
have to think twice about being able to find jeans that fit.
If only the rest of us could be
so lucky.
I don't think I've ever beel\t
able to buy a pair of jeans
that were long enough. In
fact usually. they're so short
that they end up looking like
some mutated form of a
miniskirt.
The last time I went jeans
hunting, I actually got excited. I mean, surely I would
be able to find a pair that
touched the tops of my shoes.
Yeah, right.
First I hit all of the department stores thinking they
would have a large selection.
I felt like I was in the land of
the midgets. One kind old
soul of a saleswoman actually had the nerve to tzy to
direct me to the department
for "large women."
The next stores weren't
much help either.
Finally, I said enough is

COMMENJ'ARY

KRISTIE
HELMS
CampusUfe

Editor
enough. 1 had spent hours
trying on jeans. I was tired, I
was hungry and I wanted to
go home. In desperation, I
went into a store, grabbed
the first pair of jeans I found
and stormed into the dressing room.
After I got them on, I stood
in front of the mirror amazed: they fit.
I bought three pairs thinking that I had it made. But
reality wasn't quite done
with me yet. In my hurry to
get the jeans home, I forgot
to check out the little tag in
the back that said "100 percent cotton."
After the jeans returned
from a spin through the
dryer, my little sister found
herself with an addition to
her wardrobe.

Stores sell. ~lue jean products
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus life Editor

Illustration

by MARK ADAMS

The basic blue jeans have been a popular
item for many years. Television advertisements coax people to buy blue jeans
because they "make you feel like a natural
woman,'' or because a beautiful woman
will stop and ask what kind of jeans a man
is wearing.
Although basic blue jeans are still
popular, variations of jeans are selling just
as well in area stores.
Judy James, assistant manager of
Maurice's, said fitted jeans and Frenchrolled jeans, which are tight at the cuffs
and rolled up, are selling well at the store.
She said denim jackets and skirts are not
selling very well right now because of the
season.
James said there is nothing unique about
today's denim styles.
"Basically it's not new," she said.
"They're bringing it back."
Most of the jeans at Maurice's are
prewashed. Acid-washed jeans, which look
like they have been bleached. are out,
James said, and stone-washed ones, which
are lightened but still one color, are in.
Jeans with patches, pockets and cuffs at
the bottom that are made of other material
are very popular and sell quickly, she said.
Maurice's also has black, purple and
green jeans, James said.
"They are not as popular as regular blue,
but we sell them pretty fast, too," she said.
There are no torn jeans at Maurice's now.
James said she believes the fad of wearing
torn jeans is fading.
James said people are buying denim

~--A_S_l.I_C_E_O_F_I_.I_FE_.....,

A ROSE IS A ROSE

Vanity license plates

Sending someone special some
blooms? Take your pick of these
traditional messages.

Whether you're driving down the highway or
just cruising around the parking lot. you're bound
to see license plates with crazy names and
phrases spelled out on them.
For a small application fee at the city clerk's
office, you can let people know such personal
details as your name, age, where you go to
school, when you graduated, which sorority or
fraternity that you belong to, or even yourfavorite hobby.
Story on page 11

Red roses • •tJove you•
Yellow roses • joy
Red and yellow together
• •congratulations1•
White roses • 'You're absolutely
heavenly••

Orange rosu • enthusiasm
Pink roses· thanks, admiration
Pink and white together • •1 love
you still and always wilr
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

..

more than any other material.
"You get more wear out of blue jeans,''
she said. ''They're more practical."
James said people should try on jeans in
order to get the best fit.
"All brands run different. Don't assume
y<>ur size will fit," she said.
Renee Thweatt, a saleswoman at CornAustin, said baggy and straight jeans are
popular there.
"We've done well with the jean jackets.
I'm sure denim is always good," she said.
Thweatt said denim with pieces of other
material in different colors are also selling
well.
Corn-Austin has dark or light blue jeans
a;nd denim chambray shirts, she said.
.
"We started carrying basic five-pocket
jeans instead of ripped ones," she said. "We
started selling basics a lot better."
Thweatt said she agrees that the best
way to get a good fit in jeans is to try them
on.
Sandy Adams, assistant manager of
Fashion Bug, said acid-washed, straightlegged and button-fly jeans are pretty
popular the1·e. Jackets and skirts are
popular, too.
Fashion Bug has some new jeans that
have holes in the side that show leg from
h1p to cuff, Adams said.
She said they do not have many jeans
combined with other materials.
''We don't have much right now, but we
had shorts with lace on the ends this summer," she said. "They sold well."
Adams said Fashion Bug has dark-wash,
light-wash, regular blue and black jeans.
She said torn jeans are selling well at

Fashion Bug, as well. "Those at·e really
popular," she said.
Adams said she believes peop}e are not
buying denim right now more than any
other material.
"Knits are selling because of the·
weather. We sold a lot of denim in August
before school started," she said.
Adams also said that people should try on
jeans before buying them
"Denim has a weird fit, so your best bet is
to try it on," she said.
Angela Whited, a saleswoman at Dan's, '
said straight-legged jeans and jeans pegged
at the bottom sell well there.
"A lot of college guys like the faded look
and baggies," she said.
Whited said that because of the hot
weather, fewer people have been looking at
denim jackets than usual.
"Once the weather cools off, sales will
pick up," she said.
Dan's has denim shirts with floral print
or patches in colors ranging from light·
colored chambrav to dark-colored denim.
Other best sellers include black, olive and
gray acid-wa.s4ed jeans. Whited said colored jeans are in style this season.
She said she believes torn jeans are going
out of style, but some of the brands are putting a few extras, such as leather trim or
extra pockets, on their jeans.
Jean Cunningham, manager of Bebr's,
l:laid sevetal; ,tyf>es of jeans are popular
;
·,
there.
"Acid~W6shed jeans that have frayed
holes in them or designs on them are
popular. ~he basic four-pocket jean always
does well," she said.

Murder mystery

Cinema classics

Murray's Playhouse in the Park wm
open their "Classic Theatre Season"
with Agatha Christie's The Mousetrap
Oct. 4 at 8 p.m.
The cast for the murder mystery includes Debbie Mott and Don Fleming
as a couple who run a guest house cut
off from civilization during a snow storm.
Their guests include a mysterious foreigner, a retired major, an architect, a
spinster and an overbearing lady.
The play will be presented Oct. 4-6
and 10-13 at 8 p.m. each night.
To make reservations, or for more
information call 759-1752.

Cinema International will present the
movie, Cinema Paradiso tonight at 7:30.
in the Curris Center Theater.
"
The movie revolves around the
memories that an accomplished
filmmaker, Salvatore Di Vitto, has of an
old friend who passes away.
His memories take him back to the
provincial Sicilian village of his youth
and of his friend, a projectionist at a
local theater.
This Italian production has received
the Golden Globe Award for the Best
Foreign Film.
Admission to the movie is free.
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Cycling craze hits MSU
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Dr. Robert Volp doesn't have
to worry about finding a parking space when he comes to
work .
Volp, an associate professor of
chemistry at Murray State
University, rides the 3 miles to
work on his bicycle. He has ridden to Murray State since 1983.
He began riding his bicycle in
college. "I saw other people,
and it seemed sensible on a
crowded campus. It is faster
t han a car in some cases. It
allows me to get exercise, and it
is good for the environment,"
he said.
. The weather sometimes stops
Volp from riding his bike.
"I try not to ride in the rain,
so the bike won't rust. When it
is cold outside, my limit is 10
degrees. I bundle up with about
two of everything. My children
aren't quite as tolerant," he
said. "I ride with them every
morning to their school, and
then I go to work . It takes about
25 minutes to get them to
school."
H i rom y t s u U g a w a , a
graduate student in business
from J apan, also uses a bicycle
as a means of transportation.
"My house is too far from the
campus to walk. I have a car,
but there is very little parking
because of all the other cars.
My bicycle is very convenient,
but Japanese bicycles are much
more comfortable because they
are designed .differently," he
said.
Martha Emmons, co-owner of
Bikeworld in Paducah, said
that bicycles are becoming
more popular, especially for college students.

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

+

American
Red Cross

MURRAY

.._,,.._lliWIIIIiiil. .

AUTO

t

'BOYZ

PARTS

in the

HWY641N.
758-4424

HOOD''
(Rl

Starts 9/20

Boyzln the
Hood
(R)

Special
Showing

. . . . .~:::~~~~~~--J
'--~....______-.......;; •

Wednesday
Sept. 25
at 7:15 &
9:20

Photo by JOHN BEANING

Stephen Perry, a junior criminal juatlce major from Metropolis,
Ill., Is one of many students who rides bicycle& to claaa for
convenience.

"Our most popular bike is a
cross between a road bike and a
mountain bike," she said.
"Bikes can cost between $250
and $800. In addition, a person
can spend $50 to $80 on
necessary accessories, such as a
helmet, bag, water bottlecage
and lock. Locks range from
$8.50 to $40."
E mmons said that safety
equipment is very important to
bicyclists.
She said that a helmet is the
first and foremost thing to buy.
The four reflectors, located in
the front, rear and each wheel,
are required by law.

"If riding at dusk or in a
shady area, a reflective jacket
and reflective bands on the legs
should be worn," she said.
"Gloves can keep the palms of
the hands from getting scraped
in case of an accident.
"We have a lot oflycra shorts,
which are tight and have padded seat section. The shorts protect the pelvic area. There is
elastic in t he legs so the shorts
won't ride up," Emmons said.
" In addition, t he fabric pulls
the moisture away from t he
body and prevents chafing. For
this purpose, you don't wear
any underwear."

ONLY

$1.50

a

C!JlE1U
TJl'E!AP1(1:S
1008 Cliestnut

4M.. Chaaala Parts
PriTMAN WHEEl
ALIGNMENT

I

Pure Luck
(PG)

7 :00

9:05

9/20
1:30
Doo't TeD Mom The 3:25
Babyaltter'a Dead
7:10
(PG13) 9:10

_...__
Harley Danu.vD
aD4 the
Marlboro Man (R)

1:30
:
3 25
7 :20
9 :15

1:30
3
20
Mystery Date 7 :05
(PG13) 9:00
·

J1aria1n Matinee&
Sat. and Sun. oaJ.y
A4uJt $3.00 Child $2.50

753-8084

408 N. 4th St.
753-6'1'79

Big Mac, Lg. Fry, Med. Drink
2 Cheeseburgers. Lg. Fry, Med. Drink
1/4 Cheese, Lg. Fry, Med. Drink
McLean, Reg. Fry, Reg. Drink

$2.99
$2.99
$2.99 .
$2.99

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Sausage Biscuit
Sausage Biscuit and Gravy
Hotcalies
107 N. 12th St.

.9L{plia (jamma 'De{ta
is proua of tlieir 39 increai6fe pfeages!

Nancy Anderson
Stacey Hatfeild
Julie Cherry
Shannon Crisp
Andi Hudson
Amy Robinson
Nicole Fedou
Betsy Gupton
Michelle Ehlens
Nikki Port
Lisa Brown
Angie Chipman
Elenor Sheets

1:30
3:20

Allison Barber
Tessa Roberts
Beth James
Kelley Pugh
Beth Lich
Holly Sollman
Amanda Thomas
Katherine Oakley
Michelle Owens
Christy Clayton
Dana Luck
Kristy Campbell ·
Tangie Triplett

Beth Wilson
Kelly Mcintire
Tricia Hamilton
Amy Hogan
Amy Perigo
Shannon Stroud
Kelly Carper
Laurie Strehl
Lori Nusky
Angie Wilson
Cyndi Redman
Heidi Osborn
Julie Ramsey

79!
99
89
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Plates make statement Students dive into class
By LORI SHAIN

By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE

Staff Writer

Reporter

MARY R '72, KICKIN,
KLANK 90, ADPI 500 .. . .
No, that is not a list of
vocabulary for a new foreign
language. Those are just a few
of the many personalized
license plates one may see
while driving through the Murray State University campus.
Theresa Rushing at Murray's
city clerk's office said that personalized licence plates have
become popular in recent years
and are very popular among
college students.
Jill Clary, a political science
major from Paducah, said her
entire family has personalized
plates on their cars. "It's interesting," she said. "It shows
you have pride in your name."
Clary, whose license plate
reads "CLARY 7," said she's
even been stopped in the mall
parking lot before by people
who ask about her plate.
"It's unique," Clary said. "I
know not many people have
thllt name around here."
Krista} Klankey, a
sophomore nursing major from
Metropolis, Ill., said her license
plate reads " KLANK 90" to
reflect her last name.

Instead of sitting in a classroom copying
notes, some students are actually spending
class time scuba diving.
The class contains three phases. The lecture
phase provides written information about the
psychological, ecological and environmental
effects of diving aa well as its hazatds, benefits
and tr avel aspects, said Dr. Rosa Meloan,
director of cooperative education and
placement.
Meloan said the next phase, pool skills, involves equipment maintenance.
"We teach the students how to work with
the equipment and how to conduct themselves
under water in a very safe manner," he said.
The open-water training dives phase consists of a aeries of five open-water dives and a
two-day visit to a quarry. Meloan said the
students apply at this point what they have
learned in the lectures.
"We conduct dives that allow the part icipants to practice their skills and to
demonstrate to the instructor their knowledge
of equipment handling combined with the information they receive in lecture," he said.
There are alao four different claaa levels:
open water, advanced, rescue and dive master.
Except for dive master, the levels take about
four weeks to complete. Dive muter takes six
to eight weeks because it involves all aspects
of diving.
The students may also have a chance to dive

Photo by JOHN BEANING

Personalized license plates can tell someone'& name or even a
hobby. ln Kentucky, personalized plates are restricted to alx let·
ters, numbers or a combination of two.

"All of my friends call me elementary education major
Klank for short, and "90" from Galatia, Ill., has a license
stands for the year I graduated plate that reads "ADP I 500" to
from high school," she said.
show her pride in her sorority.
However, Stanley Maclin, a
"Whenever anyone sees it,
junior agri-business major from they know who I am, what I
Hayti, Mo., has his first name believe in and what I stand
and last initial on his plate. for,'' she said.
'"STAN -M' was my third
Rushing said there is an apchoice. I actually got the plate plication process to get a perbecause in Missouri the plates sonalized license plate in
are black and maroon and look Kentucky.
pretty bad. The black plate
"A $25 state fee is charged
with the gold letters looks and must be sent in with t he apmuch better on my burgundy plication. Then when t he plate
Beretta GT," he said.
comes in there is a $13.50 clerk
Susan Dilback, a senior charge," she said.

AROUND CAMPUS
' Confined space' course offered
The Occupational Safety and Health Training Center will
offer a course on confined space 8 a .m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Wednesday in Room 146 of the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology. The fee is $450. For
more information call 762-3385.

Friendship Festival begins
"The Who in Public Radio is You!," an on-air fundraiser for
the listener-supported National Public Radio affiliate at 91.3
FM, will begin Saturday and continue until a goal of $34,000
or 850 friends is reached. For more information call WKMS
at 762-4359.

Recital planned

.

A faculty showcase recital will be Sept. 24 at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Performers in the recital include faculty members Kim
Black, soprano; Stephen Brown, piano; Scott Erickson, oboe;
Richard Scott, piano; Catherine Mallett, soprano; Nancy
Steffa, viola; Tom Vanarsdel, marimba; John Dressler, piano;
Eric Williams, violin; and John Steffa, cello.

1992BSN
STUDENTS

in places such as the Carribean, South
America and other places since groups are frequently taken ther e for dives, Meloan said.
"We take groups to the Bahamas all the
time," he said.
Meloan's students range in age from 12 to
40. There are only two women in the class this
t ime. Meloan said usually one-third of the
students are women .
Right now enrollment is down. Meloan said
it is the smallest fall class he has seen. Usually 15 to 25 students participate in the openwater class. Currently there are only 10.
Three take part in the advanced class and five
in dive master.
Meloan said reasons for the decline include
competition from area shops and the economy.
People just do not have the income to part icipate, he said.
The class does have a rolling admissions
policy and will continue to take students until
the end of September. A completed medical
evaluation form is required.
Meloan said that students take the class not
only for stress relief but also for adventure. He
said it is a chance to pioneer and discover.
Chip Adkins, a senior accounting major
from Murray. said he joined the class after
seeing others dive.
"I wanted to be able to dive after seeing my
friends dive in F lorida," he said.

Scheduling makes time for work, play
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Finding time for recreation
between studying and work ing
can be a big concern for college
students, but there are ways to
schedule time for entertainment, said student counselor
Jane Etheridge.
One of the biggest concerns
for student s is time
management.
"It feels like there is not
enough hours in the day to get
it all done," said Gloria Cobb, a
freshman from Hopkinsville.
Cobb said she does her serious
studying in the library, where
it is quiet, and then also tries to
stu4f again around 6 p.m. after
she eats.
''Near the beginning of the
semester we had a few students
who had come in looking for
organizational skills, and then
I had several older students
who were concerned with study
skills," Etheridge said.

Most of the students who
come in for counseling are
e it h er freshmen or older
students who are ret urning to
school and have been out for a
number of years.
E theridge said the advice
given to students depends on
the specific issues they face.
ul just give them some tips,
and I then tell them if they
need further assistance to go to
the learning center because
they do have reading labs and
they really work on organizational and study skills and also
time management," she said.
Eth er i dge always tells
students to keep a calendar and
to begin by writing in their
hours \hat they are in class
because that is time they can't
spend on anything else.
"One of the things I aay,
especially to freshmen , is do not
th ink that you're going to study
at night from dinner t ime on,
beca use you're not," Etheridge

SPACE TIRE$ INC.
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Lube, 011 & Filter
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said. "There's always going to
be someone knocking on your
door."
Etheridge said there is a
down time from about 6 p.m. to
8 p.m. that is usually a good
time to study, since act ivities
usually begin about dark .
"About 8 p.m. on you just
pretty much hang it up because
you're going to have opportunities to do things, and being
able to have that social time is
an important part of college,"
Etheridge said.
"That only gives you four
days a week , " sh e sa id,
"because you don't study on
Friday, and you probably aren't
going to study on Sunday,
'especially if you go home,
unless it's later Sunday night
when you first come back. ••
Etheridge said s he tells
s tudents to co lo r c o d e
everything for easy reference
"Don't waste the one hour

you have," Etheridge said.
"Utilize that time to go to the
library if you have to get some
articles for a paper, or use it as
your legwork time, because you
need it ."
"Scheduling is the major
part," Etheridge said. "For
every hour in class you need at
least an hour and a half to two
hours of study time, and I don't
think people realize that. So if
you're taking 15 hours you
need about 20 hours a week for
studying, and if you're working
20 hours a week, suddenly you
have 55 hours and you haven't
played any."
"Fun time is hard because I
have a family," said Dawn
Bicknell, a freshman from Murray. "I have to budget my time,
and I have a schedule when I
have to study, work and do
things with my kids. It
sometimes varies. Babysitters
help, also."
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Sculptures debut w~r~IT
VIDEOS

By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

For the next month, the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery will be
thinking small.
The Fourth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibit ion
debuted Thursday at the gallery at a recept ion. Sixty
sculptures went on display and will stay there until Oct. 20.
Albert Sperath, director of University galleries, said he has
tried to get this triennial exhibition to Murray State University before, but s~veral factors prevented it.
"It was talked about," Sperath said. "For financial reasons,
booking reasons or one reason or another, it never made it."
For a sculpture to qualify for the exhibition, it had to be
able to fit in a shoebox - hence the title. Sperath said such
shows are easier to put together where traveling costs are
concer ned.
"When people think of sculpture, they think big," Sperath
said. "Such a show would be cost prohibitive. Some people at
the art gallery of the University of Hawaii came up with the
idea of small sculptures because ofthe shipping and handling
problems of regular sculpture."
In a guide book at the front desk of the gallery, visitors can
see color photos of some 160 shoebox sculptures, most of
which will not be on display in the gallery ..Sperath said there
are many reasons why not all the works travel.
.~ould ~ve beel:l a sheer function of volume," Sperath
said. Sometimes artists won't let their work tour and that's
their decision.
'
Most of the sculptures on display are from the United
St9:tes, and some are from J apan, Colombia, Austr alia,
Chma, Great B~tain, Taiwan and Yugoslavia. The only problem Sperath sa1d he saw with the exhibit is that some people might misinterpret the name.
"There's a bit of a problem with word association " Sperath
sa1.d. "The general public might see 'shoebox' and' t hink of
what you put sneakers in. Some of the works do involve
shoeboxes, but most don 't."

·:It

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN

WRATHER DISPLAY

• Many works of art such aa thla painting are on display at Wrather West Kentucky Museum.

Liz Bailey heads forensics
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Novel is
pleasant
When tragedy strikes a
country family in Arkansas, a girl gives up her
dreams of becoming a
music teacher to help her
family.
Big Doc's Girl (August
House, $7 .95) by Mary
Medearis is a touching
novel about family love.
Much li k e Thorton
Wilder's Our Town, the
story is filled with downto-earth country folk who
are born and buried in the
same town.
Yet Medearis creates a
character who wants to
change her life by going
away to a music school.
She even has the ch ance to
marry a young doctor who
lives in sophisticated St.
Louis.
W hen h er mother
becomes ill and has to remain in the hospital for an
undetermined amount of
time, h owever , Mary
Clayborne must take care
of her younger brother
and two sisters. While her
mother is away, Mary
learns many things about
human nature from the
people who come to see her
father, the country doctor.
Perhaps the overall
message in the novel is
that when a person has a
special gift, such as
Mary's musical talent, she
must not be choosy about
sharing it. Sometimes self
sacrifice is t he pathway to
finding one's true niche in
society.
Medearis provides the
reader with an authentic
look at country life, complete with conversation.
Having to read "git" and
"ain't., in every other
paragra ph is nerve wracking after a while,
but the glaring grammatical errors make the
novel that much closer to
reality.
Since the book is only
141 pages, it is ideal for
chasing away boredom
and is fairly easy to read.
For the more sophisticated
reader, it is a relief from
having to analyze the hidden mean ing in each
paragraph.

Although Liz Bailey may be a
young director of forensics,
she's teaching the Murray
State University speech team
some old tricks.
Bailey said that the most important thing to her: is th at the
students come in, have a good
time and learn something.
" If they are in this to win a
trophy, that's the wrong kind of
motivation," she said. "All of
these students are here because
they want to be here. AB far as I
am concerned , they are
professionals."

Bailey, 23, replaced Mark
Nelson as interim director of
forensics. She is a 1991
graduate of Murray State with
an undergraduate degree in
advertising and a master's in
organizational communication.
As interim director of forensics, she coaches the students
and rgoes with them to 4111 the
tournaments. In addition, she
teaches an interpretation class
and a research and career
development class.
Bailey was the assistant
director last year and has been
involved in speech and theater
for 12 years.

Bailey's least favorite part of
the job is doing the paperwork.
"I don't like filling out the
paperwork and realizing we
don't have enough money to do
some of the things we would
like to do," she said.
Bailey said that the team
hasn't had an increase in funds
since 1980.
"For the last 12 'years, we
have had a $9,000 budget, and
the price of gas alone has gone
up dramatically. We don't have
a lot of money to give out for
scholarships," she said. "We
aren't like Bradley University.
Bradley is to forensics as

Oklahoma is to football."
Of all the different things
that Bailey does as forensics
director, her favorite part is
working with the students.
"Seeing the students grow is
my favorite part. J ust seeing
them get a piece of literature
and taking it u far as they can
go with it is rewarding," she
said.
''I've got some great students,
and the team is a good size with
about 18 members," she said.
"We aren't a powerhouse, but I
think that being a powerhouse
takes away from the fun."

Musical to open fall season
By KRISTIE HELMS

pretty well here simply
I think, they're uplif~v~n though one fall play is
tmg, Schempp said. "One of
stlll 10 the production stage its the things that is great about a
director and cast members 'are musical is that you come out of
hoping that it lives up to its it with a song and you
title.
remember it and you like it."
The Murray State University
This musical revolves around
speech and theater department · a boy and girl with parents who
is opening its 1991-92 lineup are using some underhanded
Oct. 4 with the play The Fan- tactics to get the two married,
tasticks, a classic story of a boy Schempp said.
and girl , said James I.
That, basically, is what auSchempp, the play's director.
diences will see at the perforSince the production is a mances. What they won't see is
musical, he said, it should do all of the behind-the·scenes ac·
tivities that go into getting a
well here.
play produced, Schempp said.
"Musicals have always done
"We tried to start on this durcampus Life Editor

b:eca~,

STEVEN O'RILEY'S ROBIN

HOOD

ing t he summer, and we went tions is also no small feat
'
ahead and held auditions the Schempp said.
rust week of school," he said.
"It's paid primarily through
"There's a lot of activity going ticket sales, and some comes
on in different quarters right from the University," he said.
now."
" Also, since it's a musical, it's a
joint
production, so some is also
"There are no small jobs; paid by
the music department."
everything is critical," he said.
The
average
theater produc"We're even so pushed for time
tion
runs
around
$4,000, but
between the first two productions that the set is being con- musicals are usually more exstructed for The Fantasticks pensive, Schempp said.
and Dracula at the same time.
"Around $1,500 to $2,500 is
During The Fantasticks, the au- normal for just the sets," he
dience won't know it, but the said. "Once you start building
Dracula set will be right behind them, you find that t he canvas
the play's scenery."
is expensive, the paint is expenFunding the theater's produc· sive and e\'eryth ing adds up."

Top ules thla week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. "The
Terminator"
(Hemdale)

3. "Teenage llu1Mt Nln)ll
Turtlea II: The Seem of the
Ooze" (RCA- Columbia)
4. "The Jungle Book"

(Disney)

5. "Robin Hood .. (Disney)
Top video remala thla week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. "Awakeninga" (RCA- Columbia)
3. "Sleeping With the Enemy" (Fox)
4. "Dancea With Wolvea"

(Orion)
5. "New Jack City" (Warner)

MUSIC

Top Singles:
1. "I Adore Ml Amore" Color
Me Badd (Giant)
2. "Good Vlbratlona" Marky 1,
Matk & The Funcky Bunch,
Loleatta Holloway (lnteraoope)
3. "Motownphllly" Boyz II
Men (Motown)
4. "Thlnga That Make You
Go Hrnmm" C&C MusiC Factory featuring F. WIDiams (Columbia)- Gold (More than
5000,000 singles sold.)
5. ''The Proml• of a New

Dey" Paula Abdul (Captive)
6. "I Do It For You" Bryan
Adams(A&M)

7. "Time, Love, andT..,·
neaa" Michael Bolton (Columbia)

8. "Too Many Walla" Cathy
Dennis (Polydor)
9. "Love of a Lifetime" Firehouse (Epic)
10. "The Motown Song" Rod
8aawwt (W..... BIOa.)
Toplp'a:

1. "Metallca" Metanica (EJeo.
tra)
2. "Unforgettable" Natalie
Cole (Eiectra)--Piadnum (More
than 1 mUiion units sold.)
3. "Roll the Bonea" Rush
(Atlantic)
4. "Luck of the Dmw" Bonnie
Raitt (Capitol)-· Platinum
5. "C.M.B." Color Me Badd
(Giant)
6. "Cooleyhlghharmony"
Boyz II Men (Motown)-· Platinum
7. "Fire lnalde" Bob Seger

(Capitol)

8. "For Unlawful c.na1
Knowteclge" Van Halen (Warner
Bros.)- Platinum
9. "Time,
Love,
and
Tenderneaa"Michael Bolton
(Columbia)-- Platinum '
10. "Gonna Make You Sweat"
C&C Music Factory (Columbia)·
- Pladnum
Top country alnglea:
1. "l.Np of Faith" Uonel

Cartwright (MCA)
2. "Where Are You Now"
Clint~ (MCA)
3. "Your Love Ia a Uncle"
Mark Chestnut (MCA)
4. "Brand New Man" Brooks
& Dunn (Arista)
5. "Rodeo" Garth Brooks
(Capitol)
6. "SSnce I Don't Heve You"
Ronnie Milsap (RCA)
7. "Down at the Twlat and
Shout" Mary Chapin carpenter
(Columbia)
8. "I Thought H Waa You"
Doug Stone (Epic)
9 . "Down to My Laat
drop" Tanya Tucker (Capftol)
10. ....rror Mirror" Diamond
Rio (Arista)

T_..

CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE

MAD

Top R6B afnglea:
1. "Don't Wama Change
The World" Phyllis Hyman
(Philadelphia lntemationaJ )

2. "' Adore Ill Amont" Color

Me Badd (Giant)
3. "Never Stop" The Brand
New Heavies (Delicious Vinyl)
4. "So Much Love" B Angie B
(Bust It)
5. "Don't Want loBe a Fool"
~rVand~(Ep~)

Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN
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Golf season
will hold
challenges

Panthers seeking revenge
By JOHN WRIGHT

By KRIS LAWRENCE

Assistant Sports Editor

Two of the best high school players to
come out of the Purchase area return
Saturday night when 2·1 Eastern n.
linois invades Stewart Stadium to battle the winless Racers.
The Panthers' running back Jamie
Jones and linebacker Kent Mcintyre,
standouts at Heath and Marshall
County high schools respectively, will
try to help Eastern avenge last year's
14-10 loss to the Racers. It was one of
two victories MSU was able to claim.
Murray State head coach Mike
Mahoney said that the two former
western Kentucky stars will be watched closely during Saturday's game.
"They (Eastern) do a lot of nice
things with him (Jones)," Mahoney
said. urrhey can line him up in the "I''
(formation) and have him in the
backfield, or they can shift him out to
receiver, in which case they have three
receivers on one side, plus he's a tough
kid.
"I believe Mcintyre is the single best
player 'that we'll face this year," he
said. "He's quick and aggressive, not
all that big, but just a good football
player."
So far this season, the combination
has racked up some impressive
numbers. Mcintyre is the Panthers'
second-best tackler at 23 total tackles
recorded and is the leader in sacks at
four.
Jones is the team's leading rusher
with 286 yards on 58 carries, which
adds up to an impressive 4.9 yards-percarry average. He is also the team's
leading receiver, having caught nine
passes for 108 yards and two
touchdowns.
Mahoney is also very concerned
about Panther quarterback Jeff
Thorne, who has hit on 37 of his 51
pass attempts this season for 477 yards
and seven TDs. He also has had just
one pass intercepted.
"He (Thorne) throws the long ball
really w.ell and "thto.ws the fade p~ttern
pass into the end zone as well as
anyone I've ever seen/' Mahoney said.
''They've also had eight players catch
passes in one game and seven catch
passes in another, so they keep
everyone real happy as far as statistics
are concerned.
"I don't think that there is any question that this team we're facing Satur·
day night is the best. that we have fac·
ed this season," he said.
The Panthers are coming off a 30-12
defeat of Eastern Washington, a game
in which Thome threw three of his
touchdown passe,s and the EIU defense
forced six turnovers. The Panthers also
had the ball for just over 35 minutes of
the game.

Reporter

The 1991-92 Murray State
University golf season marks
coach Buddy Hewitt's 32nd
year at the University, which
should also prove to be one of
his more challenging.
The Racers appeared to be on
track for a strong season, returning all five of last year's
starters. However, when Jeff
Sanders of Evansville, Ind., and

GOLF
Todd Simm.s of Murray, the
team's first- and flfth-ranked
players, were declared
academically ineligible, two
significant holes were left in
the roster.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
Racer quarterback Tremain Lewis tries to break the tackles of two Southern Illinois defenders during Murray State's
31-27 loss earlier this season. The Racers will be seeking their first win of the season Saturday against Eastern Illinois.
Kickoff is at 7:30 In Stewart Stadium.

FOOTBAlL
In last year's game in Murray, Jones
rushed for 121 and scored the Panthers' only touchdown. But it was the
Racers' ground game, mainly Chris
Sypho and Michael Davis, that made
the difference as MSU claimed the
victory.
Davis rushed for more than 100
yards and Sypho came just short of
that figure in helping the Racers gain
more than 200 yards on the ground
against the Panthers. It was Davis'
41-yard touchdown jaunt late in the
fourth quarter that gave MSU the win.
"I thought last year that we were on
our way to a better year than we had
when we beat Eastern," Mahoney said.
''But it didn't work out that way."
The Racers are coming off a tough
14·0 loss to Western Kentucky in Bowling Green.

they ran resulted in their longest gain
of the night. It was a play where we
missed several tackles. That gave
them momentum. and they went on to
score from there."

The Racer offense, which had been
very productive against Southern illinois, never got going against the
tough Hilltopper defense. MSU had
just two real scoring chances in the
game, but both threats were smashed
by Western.

The Racers' final threat started
when freshman running back Waynee
McGowan broke loose for 46 yards to
the Western 8-yard line. But after·
ward, the Racer defense simply sput·
tered and turned the ball over on
downs.

The Racers recovered a fumble deep
in Topper territory in the second
quarter but were forced by Chris Dill
into a field goal attempt, which was
blocked. From there, Western, already
leading 7-0, blasted its way to the final
score.

Racer defensive lineman Steve
Rokusek, who led the team in tackles
against Western, summed up the
Racers' feelings.

Quarterback Eddie Thompson, who
scored WKU's first TD, connected with
receiver Dwayne Haun for 10 yards
and the second Topper touchdown.

"We hate to lose, and after the
(Western) game we were all disappointed," Rokusek said. "But there are
things we can work on this week. It's
in the pasti we've got to think about
winning now."

"That was the key to the game, when
we recovered the fumble and couldn't
score,'' Mahoney said. "After they
blocked the field goal, the first play

Lady RacerS win two at h()me
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

The excitement of Racer
volleyball is back.
If you don't believe it, just go
to the North Gym at 7 p.m.
Tuesday to see the Racers host
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
In their home opener Tues·
day, the Racers came out of
their slump and routed the
University of Southern Indiana
in three games.

VOLLEYBAll.
"It was encouraging to see
the students and the community come out and support us,"
Segovia said. "The crowd is the
backbone of our program. We
love to play for our home crowd.

"We were very anxiously
awaiting our home opener,"
said Racer coach Oscar Segovia.
"I knew that we were going to
play well."

"Murray State University is
known thoughout the Ohio
Valley Conference for having
outstanding fan support," he
said. "We've always had a lot of
fans, and I want to say thanks
to the people of Murray and the
students for supporting us. I
want to see them here again
Tuesday."

Despite the heat of the North
Gym, the Racers did play well
before an intense crowd.

Starting Tuesday, Racer
volleyball and Papa John's Piz.
za will be sponsoring a "Killer

. ..

As for the game Tuesday, the
Racers will bring in a 3·7 record
after defeating Tennessee State
on the road Wednesday.
"They (UT-Martin) have a
good program," Segovia said.
Photo by DON MCCUISTON
We will have to play beyond
what we experienced in our Racer volleyball players Beth Bair, 4, Jenny Highland and Jodi
home opener.
Price prepare to receive a Southern Indiana serve.
I

Racer of the week
Dirk Brinker, a junior from Evansville,
Ind., was chosen Racer of the week
after placing first in the Murray State
University/ McDonald's Intercollegiate
golf tournament Sept. 13·14 at the
Francis E. Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Brinker narrowly edged out Jay Davis
of the University of Louisville when he
birdied the second hole of the playoff
round to finish with a 213. He had
rounds of 71-70-72.
The one-time Western Kentucky Hilltopper helped the Racers to a fifth·
place finish overall shooting 890 among
13 teams.

Section" for the remaining
home games.
"it is being created to put the
excitement, thrill and craziness
in volleyball," Segovia said. "It
will be a cheering section and
will get the rest of the crowd into the match.
"One key in volleyball," he
said, "is having the homecourt
advantage. The crowd gets our
adrenaline flowing and raises
us to another level."

Ryan Simon of Portland,
Mich., and Brian Henson of
Mayfield, both freshmen, are
the two charged with the
responsibility of filling those
holes. They beat seven other
competitors vying for the two
vacated spots on the five-man
traveling team.
"It's going to be interesting,"
Hewitt said, "to watch and see"
if the two can help offset the
losses. "When you take a player
like Jeff Sanders out of your
line-up,'' he said, "it is impossi·
ble to replace him.
''1 seem to have good balance
on our team this year," Hewitt
said. "I think we're going to
have to mature to be able to be
competitive .... There's some
awfully good schools (on the
schedule) - Ohio State, Kent
State, Marshall University good teams that we maybe are
not quite competitive with
right now, but hopefully we'll
develop and be competitive
with by spring."
In addition to Simon and Hen·
son, Dirk Brinker, Price
Coakley and Evan Beck constitute this year's varsity
squad. The team might not be
as competitive as Hewitt would
like, but it should mature
quickly in its practice schedule.
The players dedicate 20 hours a
week to chipping, pitching and
putting drills, and they play
nine holes at least once a day.
The practice has apparently
paid off for at least two
members of the team. Simon
tied for fourth Sept. 7-8 in the
Proctor and Gamble Invitational at SEMO, and Brinker
won the McDonald's Inter·
collegiate Sept. 13-14 at Murray's Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Simon shot a 147 to flnish
four strokes behind the leader
of the 36-hole event. Brinker
shot an even par 213 to end the
54-hole tourney and tied with
Jay Davis of Louisville.
Brinker and Davis each received a par on the first playoff
hole. Davis also shot par for the
second hole, but Brinker birdied to bring home the title.
The team standings for the
two tournaments (calculated by
adding the team's best four
scores for each 18 holes) also
showed the Racers near the top.
Murray finished fourth (behind
Middle Tennessee, Western
Kentucky and Austin Peay) in
the 15-team field at SEMO and
fifth (behind Louisville,
Western Kentucky, Bowling
Green State and Eastern Ken·
tucky) out of the 13 teams on
the links at Miller Golf Course.
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Twilight Softball

Dirk Brinker

Once again it is time for the annual Twilight
Softball Tournament, but don't take along bug
spray, this year fans and competitors will have
to drag out the earmuffs and mittens.
The double-elimination tournament will begin
about 7 p.m. and will conclude whenever one
team claims victory.
Last year's champions, Men Without Shame
(MWS), waged a long, grueling battle before
claiming victory at 4:30a.m. the next morning.
Story on page 14.

Shooting for Gold

Playing tough

The Racer rifle team is returning five
members from last year's successful
team, and two of those shooters will
have an opportunity to go for Olympic
gold.
Juniors Karen Harbaugh of Columbia, Ill., and Lance Goldhahn of Fort
Benton, Mont., will travel to Chino,
Calif., in October for the U.S. National
Team tryouts and a chance to reach the
Olympic team tryouts.
Goldhan has received All-American
honors in smallbore and Air Rifle competition and Harbuagh was a two-time
state air rifle champion In high school.

Freshman Martin Diehl, a 5'10", 205
lb. inside linebacker from Orlando, Fla,
was named Rookie OVC Player of the
Week for his performance Saturday
against the WKU Hilltoppers.
Diehl entered the game late In the
firsthalfto replace injured starterJimmy
Stratton. He played every down thereafter recording nine tackles and seven
first hits for a team·high 77 percent.
Diehl was among Florida State Sunshine Games Top 100 Athletes and
was chosen the Orlando Touchdown
Club Player of the week twice as a
senior.
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New coach
joining staff

Twili_
ght softball tonight
By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

One of intramurals' most
popular events will take the
field tonight at the annual
twilight softball
tournament.
The double-elimination
tournament is scheduled to
begin around 7 p.m. and will
end whenever a winner
prevails, which can be at any
time. Last year's tournament began at 9 p.m. and did
not conclude until 4:30 the
next morning, when Men
Without Shame <MWS) finally claimed the victory.
Brian McDaniel , a
graduate assistant with intramurals, said that the
tournament's popularity
could lie in its entertainment value for students who
stay in Murray over the
weekends.
"It gives those students a
reason to stay in Murray,"
McDaniel said. "Also. the
teams really enjoy playing in
it."
However, Lisha Brumbaugh, intramurals supervisor, had another idea
about what the tournament
does for those involved.
''It just gives people a
great. time for goofing off,"
Brumbaugh said.

INTRAMURALS
Because of the cold front
that moved through the
Murray area flarlier this
week , dropping the
temperature considerably,
McDaniel suggested that
those attending the tournament tonight dress warmly.
"If you're going to go you
need to take such things as
blankets, jackets, different
layers of clothing- basically
anything that you can be
comfortable in- because it 's
going to be kind of cold out
there,'' he said.
"We have had spectators
sleep in their cars and have
had other people use other
'extracurricular' wake-up
stuff," he said.
"I think that this year,
they (fraternities) are just
beginning to take pledges, so
they (pledges) will be there
tonight cheering their big
brothers on," he said.
The exact number of teams
competing in the tournament was not available at
press time, but McDaniel
said that usually around 10
teams compete in the
tournament.

By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Chris (Flop) Langston, a history major from Lexi ngton, takes
some batting practice with the Lambda Chi Alpha team for
tonight's twilight tournament. The tournament is scheduled
begin at around 7 p.m., at the Murrey-Calloway County Park
softball complex.

Racers place fourth at meet
By HEATHEA KEITH
Reporter

Like most people at Murray
State University, men's cross
country coach Stan Narewski
will be glad when the stifling
temperatures of late summer
permanantly slip down into
more appropriate fall numbers.
The MSU men's team braved
90-degee temperatures to open
the 1991 season Saturday at
.t he University of Mississippi.
The Racers placed a respectable
fourth out of eight competing
schools with a team score of 86.
"It was particularly warm at
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"Chris did a tremendous job Finishing fifth for the Racers
for us last weekend," Narewski was J .T. Leisure, who came in
said. Senior Carl Dillard was 30th overall at 23:02.44. Coach
N arewski said Leisure has
Ole Miss on Saturday. The heat 17th overall at 22:03.81.
more than athletics to be proud
Chris Granacki, a sophomore
F reshman Neil Kiernan ran of.
from Michigan City, Ind., is the
fJ.fth seed. Christy Rideolm, a 22:19.84 for MSU a nd finished
"He's probably the outstansophomore from Evansville, 21st. Kiernan , a recruit from ding student on the team. He's
Ind., is the sixth seed; and Dublin, Ireland, has been carrying about a 3.9 GPA. He
Allison Carr, a senior from especially affected by the heat. a lso trains hard, and he runs
Murray, returns as t he seventh Kiernan is used to r unning in h ard every day of his life,"
moderate 60- to 70-degree Narewski said.
seed.
temperatures in Ireland - not
The Racers' top individual the humid beat of this area.
Narewski said he expec~ one
finisher at 0 1& Miss wa s Chris
team to stand outJ~ the10Y,C.
The fourth finisher for MurBarrigar, a junior who finished
"Eastern Kentucky is
third overall and posted a time ray was John Ackerman, who definitely the team to beat,"
finished 23rd at 22:29.52. Narewski said.
of 21:10.73.

CROSS COUN1RY

Stacie Whaley Mcintosh has
been named the new women's
tennis coach. She replaces
Sheryl Rouse, who become the
head coach at Georgia State.
Rouse was coach from 1988 to
1990.
Mcintosh, 23, is a 1989 public
relations/ communications
graduate from Union University in Jackson, Tenn.
She played three years at
Union and was seeded No.2 in
singles and No. 1 in doubles
while earning all-conference
honors. She won 150 matches
and lost only 10.
After graduating from college, Mcintosh became the
assistant coach at Lone Oak
High School in 1990-91. Her
team won regionals and went
on to compete at the state level.
She also was the head pro at
Mayfield Country Club and had
six summers of teaching experience there.

Stacie Whaley Mcintosh

"The best thing
is that they all
get along"
Stacie Whaley •
Mcintosh
Tennis coach

During her sophomore and
The players themselves .are
junior seasons at Lone Oak
looking
forward to the season
High School, Mcintosh was
and
the
new coach. " Everyone
regional champion in doubles.
on
the
team
is excil~d about
She transferred to Mayfield
a
new
coach, and even
having
High School her senior year,
but was unable to compete due though we have a very younb
team, we have a fresh new
to an automobile accident.
outlook on our season and what
Mcintosh has her top seven we want and need to acseeds returning for this season. complish this year, and that's
Corine Diderik, a senior from to become OVC champions,"
Oostzaan, The Netherlands, said Donovan.
' ,
returns as the first seed. Lana
Corine Diderik, a senio'r
Alcock, a junior from Lone Oak
public
relations major, said, ;.1
is back as the second seed.
think the team has had an easy
Heather Donovan is the third time adjusting to our new
seed freshman from New- coach's expectations ,llnd bard
foundland , Canada. Teresa work ethic. We are still getting
Ramage, a sophomore from Ma- used to the new atmosphere,
but I think coach Mcintosh has
toon, TIL. is the fourth seed.
a very positive and motivating
personality that is already rubBut having good talent to bing off on the rest of UR."
With hard work and dedicawork with is not the only thing
coach Mcintosh has to smile tion, the Racers should once
about. "The best thing is that again be a .oontender for thl!
they all get along. They all OVC crown . They begin their
seem to get along (with each season on Sept . 20 in
Evansville, Ind.
other) really well," she said.
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MURRAY

If you're an achiever, you
can get on a fast track with
Northwestern Mutual Life.
Our Internship Program lets
you test drive a sales career
in insurance and financial
.. services whileyou're still in
school!

AUTO

PARTS
HWY641N.
753-4424

,

As an intern, your intelligence and productivity can
literally pay off in a big way.
Our leading interns are
making five-figure incomes.
At the same time, you 'II
receive extensive training
and gain valuable experience
that will help you with your
career path.

)

ftiiHPIPfi~ ~® rn ~em IP
!tiP~~ em
*Fun Flicks - make your own
music video
*Rocky Horror Picture Show
10:30 p.m. Ballroom
* Miniature Golf

9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
·saturday,Sept.21
41APA.. Chassis Parts
SPACE TIRE, INC.
1406 Main St.

759-1331

Get a head start today. Call
or write to get your keys to a
test drive!
• •.
' '

Hal Norwood
1207 Old National Bank Bldg.
420 Main St.
Evansville, In 47708
Office: (812) 425-8244
Residence: (812) 477-3445

"
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SCOREBOARD
Michel Ntrt

AP8U
217
EKU
217
-won ~. blrde on eecond hole

RACER SPORTS WEB

~ Cahl

Other Racer Flnlahera

OHO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Bfw.t Pl-.
Wll &IOdgraaa
Chrtt Wleon
Pall Cllmlnta

228
228
234

Danny Kemlleh

237
238
241

W:L

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Austil Peay
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Southeast Mo. St.
Tennessee State

FootiNIII

(1-1)

(1 -1)
(0-2)

(0-2)
(0-2)

0-0

(0-3)
(0-3)

0-1

0-2

, . _ . Vf.

........

==.........

Women's

VOllEYBALL
Overall
(1-0)

~y

236

RobMqold
Brtln ......

Football Standings

~y

Croll Country

So. kdana North Gym

~tv ~

Men's

s.pt 17.

Cross Countrr

MSU 15
15
USI
6
1
Individual Laadera

15
8

:. TN .,,, ·

Women's
Tennis

KILLS. Doty 8, Bally 8, Price 4,
a.lr 3, Morthlalld 3, Donnelly 2.

I

Home I I Aw•y I
•No Sol'lectuled Event

•Men's
Tennis

0108- Rubio 7, Doty 7, Price 5,
Donnelly 4, Elder 3, Belly 3, Bell' 2,
Moi1hland 2, Highland 1.
ASSISTS- Rubio 13, Donnelly 11,
HlgtHnd7.

•Golf

FOOTBALL

........,.tat.

Westem Kentuky

14

0

3. M. St.
4. Murray State
5. Ole Mill

84
88

8. MefT1)hla St.

120

1. ~u

219
223

81

8. Mlltaapa

WKU._......- - 8 8 0 0
IISU-....- ••••••• 0 0 0 0
WKU- Thompson 9 run (kick
blocked.
WKU- Haun 10 pass from

2.~GammaRho

Too 5 Finishers
Philip Do.ron
LM 20:59.87
JaM Hanil Undached 21:02.98

awtl&lrrtglr
TyeTuggle
Steve Dudley

Thompson (Biggins pass
from Thompson).

MSU

21:10.73

~

21:13.46
Mlu, St. 21:14.e9

Other Racer Fiolahers
171h 22:03.81
21at 22:19.84
23ld 22:29.52
30th 23:02.44
3:2nd 23:13.72

MSU WKU

eowna................

Flttt
1o
11
RuahesiY•dt........38/184 80t'321
PaNing.................. 78
:5

31910

Comp/Attllnt..••••• 8131.10
Total olfenae............214
Penaltles/yarda........4/44
Puntllyarda............V/333
Poa....lon tlme......31:36

321
8187
81298

GOLF

28:24
1Q91 Murray State Unlverllty/
McDonald's I~ at thfl
,...., MMnorliJI Golf Coufw Sept
13-14.

INDIYIDUAL LQQIBI
RUSHING - Murray State,
McOowM 74, Bland 85, Lewis 20.
WKU, Eohola 89, Sarver 86,
~
Jacbon 46.
PASSINO- Murray State,
Lewla 8-30-0 72, Proctor 1-1-o 6.
WKU, Tho~aon 3 -8·0
39,
BI'0'4ri'lg 0.1-o 0.
RECEIVINCI· Murray State,
Redmond 34, MUier 14, Reynolds
10. WKU, Harl23, Sower'by 16.

Team Finishes

n.

1. u. of Louisville
2. Weatem Kentucky
s. Bowling Oreen St.
4. Eastern f<entud(y
s. Murray State
6. Auatin Peay
7. Arkan888 State

878
880
888

888
890
891
895

8. Southern Mlallatlppl

VOO
901
901

v. Morehead State

€ROSS ·GOUNTRY

,.,.Iippi

"'-n'• ,..ult• at the
+nile tnHt.

U. of

1. UAL.R

11 . MidcleT...,.....
12. T~.....chaltanoog
13. Southeast Mo. St.

908
915
918

(54 holes)
S!
S!

Uflas. St.
,, ··;;

SIU. Carbondale

Top 5 Finishers

Team Finishes

Dirk Br1nker

MSU

~

U. of L

Davia
Chrtl Deama'l

Softball re•ult• as of
Wednesday, &lplember 18.
Frattrnlty
.Y£:1.
1. SigmaChi
1-1

213•

213
So. Mia. 216

3. Lambda Chi Alpha
4. Sigma PI
5. PI Kappa Alpha

6. Sigma Phi Epsilon
7. Alpha Tau Omega
8. Delta Sigma Phi
9. Kappa Alpha

1·1
1-Q
Q-1
2.0
Q-2

1-o
Q-1

1.()

Sigma Phi Epallon 7, PI Kappa
Alpha 17; Lambda Chi Alpha 36,
Sigma PI 7; a.gma Chi 7, Alpha
Gamma Rho 13; Sigma Phi Epelon
12, Kappa Alpha 15; Delta Sigma
Phl1, Sigma Chi 11 ; Alpha Gemma
Rho 5, Pt Kappa Alpha 9.
NL Eatt
Yl:.L
1. Duck Heads
o-2

2. Schemln' Demons

1·1
1.()
Q-1
1-1

3. LongbaJ1s
4. Unknowns
5. Hard to Handle
6. Midnight Strokers
o-o
7. Bashere
2-o
Duck Hea:ta11, Hatd to Hllncle 14;
Baahera 11, Sd'lemln' Demone 9;
Hard to Handle 5, Baahera 6;
Unknowna 2, Schen1n' Demons 12;
Duck Heldl7, Longbab 18.

Yl:.L

NL West
1. Fence Finders

o-1

2. ~Deck

1-o

3. Rk:hinOi'ld Boya
4. With Ourlelvel
5. Diamond Devil
6. Playln' 4 Second

o-1

7.unchamed
Rktlmond Boys

Q-1

16;

o-o

1-0
1-Q

s. Playln .. Second

Fence Flndera 3 , Diamond

Devils 13;

Unchained 7, Upper

Oeok28.

AL West
1. Beer
2. Makers Mark II

W:J.

3. Creek's Crew

o-2

4. Frogs From Hel
5. Nads
e. Head Hunters

2-o
o-2
1-1

7. Uriwed Fathers

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

2-0
o-2

Baseball card show
A baseball card show is planned for 9 a .m.-5 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 5, in Racer Arena.
All proceeds will go to help support the Lady Racer basketball team.
Door prizes will be awarded, and pop-a-shot and baseball ·
throw contests are planned.
Dealer tables are $25 each. Admission is $1. Concessions
will be available.
For more information, contact coach Vanessa Gray at
762-3448.

2.()

8. Nomads
1-1
Beer 18, Mak8r8 Mark II 2;
Creek's Crew 21 , Frogt From
Hell 28; Nad8 12, HMdhuntera
14;
Unwed Fathers 13,
Nomads 4; Headhunter• 8,
Nomads 1O; Nada 6, Unwed
Fathers 16; Makere Mark II 6,
Frogs From Hell 8; Beer 15,
Creek's Crew 11 .

Bocroatton-Women
1. United
2. Otr the Wall
3. Landsharl<s
4. KIU~ T1me
5. Loose Geese

Yl:J.

Volleyball is in North Gym

Q-1
1-Q

o-o '

Due to the roof construction on the Carr Health Building,
all of the Lady Racer home games will be played in the north
gym.
On Sept. 24 the Lady Racers host UT-Martin; Sept. 27 Middle Tennessee State; and Sept. 28 Tennessee Tech.
Come out and support coach Segovia and t he Lady Racers.

Q-1
1.()
United 8, Loose 0eete 11 ; toling
Time 12, Off 1he Wlll1 0.

Recreation-Moo

Yl:J.

1. Man1ed wtlh Chlldl'8f'l
1.()
2. Power Fdl.l'8
Q-1
3. Left of Center
4. J .C. & the Boys
1-o
5. Sit & Spin
Q-1
Marrted wllh Chlkhn 11 , sa a 8f*1
3; J.C. a the Boys 12, Power
F..ure 11 .

o-o

Win a color TV
Saturday night's Eastern Dlinois game will once again bring the opportunity for a lucky Murray State student to win a
26-inch color television and remote control, sponsored by
SuperAmerica and Pepsi.
At halftime of each Racer home game this sea son, a name
will be randomly selected from the student directory. If the
student is in the stadium, he will have five minutes to report
to a designated area to claim the prize.

Sorority
1.AOD
2.8&

3. AMI
4. .AEA

5. EEB

6. Art:.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Owen, one year down and
many more to go, Happy Annl-

Jaaon, Just Uka the <Iamond,
our love waa c:realed to Jaat.
Forever. Thank You for your
love. I can't walt for Maylllove
YoutAnge!a

FREE TRAVEL. CASH, AND
EXCELLENr BUSINESS EXPERIENCEII Openlnga avdlble for lrdvlduala or student

Win a trfp to DISNEY WORLD

LATE NIOKT AT MURRAY
STATE SWEATSHIRTS tM·
turing Top TenUne.alMumay

w~ Altllnlttone to do In
my home. Elcperlenced Ntendlont..dy. Nlwtothe-.

Stale on back. Only $20. Clll
75Q.;4871. {Leave rnetaage.)

Phone 753-1379.
Get things done fut wllh the
c:laaalfleda. Clll762-4478and
get the de4ala.

veraaJY. IIoveyou, Ken.
Mike, The move will be great.
NO alstera. no nolsel You can
always come Ylalt me. Love

Nrrf.
Or.AL. Wewantourfreea18ak
clnner for beating deacllne. If
not, expect the rvtum of the
traah oanl The Newa Crew.

Tollltheexpec;tlngwomen,ln
my life: have a good day Mark
TwelnBustA.K.A. ~(not
.,., nllalionshlp to Pee Wee
Hennen.)

HeyTrtrN. Woman I Hope you
~ a great birthday IUt Fr1·
day. Cell me and we'U do
bnlnc:h again. Shain woman.

Deer Uaa. Thla KA atll 1ovee
you. Dan
Wedneeday,Yourfamlylavecy
proud of you. l..ctl Love

Pleue recycleI

Tim, Thanksfortheweekenda.
lloveyou. Jen
Room 402 White - there Ia
hope for the future. Bellew In

yourself. Faria

organization• to pomote the
country'• moat aucceaaful
SPRING BREAK toura. Call
lnter~Progrwna 1-800327-6013.

A.H. & J.A.M. Thank you for
shartng with each other. LoYe
you AGDera. F.M.N.

lng Fall '91 Special. 30 reaumes and 30 sheets d letter·
heed atallonary for only $30.
C&ll nowl 759-4450. Ask for
Bob.

Make your own hours,
make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Oonnslzeregrtgendorfor.....

W. Center Al/8., Moot88VIIe,
NC28115.

Alklng$85. 759-9533.

COMPUSEARCHneedacam-

For sale 2 Green Arm Ch*a.
Only$30each. 7 59-1000.

~-CaiiAamn

NOTICE

COLLEGE REP WANTED to

Kentucky Lakes Envlron-

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP
+ CASHI Cancun, Jamaica.
a.hamul Sel trfpl on cam-

pus and earn free trfp +bonus

cuhl Four Seaaont 1-800-

331-3138.

Stewart stadium Ia the place to
be saturday night .. the Rae.,. take on Eaatem IIUnolsl

LB.L toclearH.IptheL.aJcae
aororttles and fratemltlee,
groups are needed. For
more Information oontac:t

Pamela Dawes at 7537638.
Advertlae your group ot «*Jb
meeting In the c:laulfteda. Clll
M78tgrmgra . . . .

Wlhlut MSU 10! ~per word
WlhUMSUID: 15¢pwwoe"d

Ads may be mailed along wtth payment to:

Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
~riday 2:30 • 5:00,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

"*

MSU Escoft Selvloe, Dept. of
Pubic safety offera 8800ft
I8IVIce after dal1t 7 days a
week. Call782·2222.

area. Individuals, clubs,

Over Twenty Worda
WllhMSUIO: 10¢perward

..................

Rllume l)lllll Illig andPrtnt·
lng. Ftlll "81 Spec:lll. 30 1'81U·
.nd 30 lheetl d L.etaer·
hMd StllloMiy for only $30.
Cll nowt 768 4450. Alk for
Bob.

mentaiAwaraness Netwol1t

RATES

Wlh MSU 10: 15f per ward

MISC.

(K.LEAN.) will be holding
a shoreUne hike Oct 19 In

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Deadline...... Wed. 3 p.m.

OPEN

MARKETING SERVICES, 303

883-o963.

CALL 1·800-950·8472 ut.20

1be Murray State News

~turday

For Information and appllcatlona write to: COLLEGIATE

clsbtbute "Studert Rata·aubacttplloncards ltlhlac::&n1JUS.
Good Income. For lnfonnlllon
and apJllcatloilawrftato: COL·
LEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, P.O. Box 1438,
Mooreavllle, NC 28115. 704/

KB.C., Happy 2 )'881'1 arid 1
monthIll bet you fofVOtlll
Send a friend a message In the
c:las8Hledl. Cal14478today.
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Photo furnished by DEPARTMENT OF MIUTARY SCIENCE

ATTENTION!
The Murray State University ROTC ~ttallon held Ita annual " Welcome Back Picnic" at
Stewart Stadium on Sept. 5. s.tore the picnic LT. Col. William T. Holden, Jr., professor of
military science, conducted an ln.pectlon of the cadet ~ttallon. In his speech to the cadets
and visitors, Holden honored the contributions made by Murray State graduates to the
Desert Storm effort.

time," Auer said. "But, people
have suggested that there is a
local market for engineering
graduates from Murray State."
Local leaders also propose
that the new Information Park
and the possible A VLIS plant
in Paducah will need a steady
workforce of engineers.
The University's budget re·
quest for the 1992·94 biennium
includes funds to document the
need for the program and to
provide estimates for beginning
the school.
The request for the feasibility
study must by approved by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, the governor and
the General Assembly.
Kurth said acquiring the
necessary legislation may be a
very important step in the planning process.
"But, (western Kentucky's)
legislators have given me their
assurance that if it is needed
they will provide it," Kurth
said.
·
The earliest point funding
could be requested would be the
1994-96 biennium.

POUCEBEAT

':
~·

Sept. 11

4:32 p.m. -A person from the Boy Scout Museum reported
a little boy and a man standing in front of the building. The
boy was crying and the man looked suspicious. Both had left
before campus security arrived.
Sept. 12

12:43 a .m. - Campus security received a noise complaint
from between Hart and Franklin Halls. The subject turned
off the car radio before campus security arrived.
2:24 p.m. - Winslow Cafeteria reported students throwing
food and dropping glasses on the floor. Campus security
reported that the subjects were gone.
10:52 p.m. - A Franklin Hall window was reported broken
on the fourth-floor laundry room. City police were notified.
Sept. 13

9:53a.m.- A person reported that a tackle box containing
art supplies valued between $150 and $200 was stolen.
Sept 16

12:16 a.m. - A person on his bike reported that he was
almost run down by a red Eagle Talon, which ran a stop sign.
Campus security was unable to find the vehicle.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials available to the
public from the Public Safety Office.

Rape topic of 'Night'
S1aff Report

Educating women about rape
will be the focus of the annual
"Take Back the Night" program Wednesday.
Sponsored by the Jackson
Purchase Area National
Organization ofWomen and the
Murray State University
Counseling and Testing Center,
the program will address issues
associated with rape. It will
begin at 6 p.m. at Cutchin
Field. In event of rain, the pro- .
gram will be moved inside to
the Curris Center Theater.
Speakers include Leah
Cooper, attorney and Rape Vic·
tims Services board member;
Lynette Robertson, clincian at

Carey· Counseling Center; and
Helen Kiton, president of the
Kentucky Domestic Violence
Association. Issues addressed
will be legal rights and procedures for victims, emotional
recovery and pending legislation related to the issue of rape.
A registration table will be
set up for students if faculty
wish to give extra credit for
attendance.
Statistics also illustrate the
importance of rape awareness.
Each year, one in seven female
college students is raped and
one of 12 male students admit
attempting or committing a
rape.
The National Crime Survey

states that for every reportea
rape there are three to 10
unreported rapes.
Other facts:
• 99 percent of rapists were sexually abused as children.
• 25 percent of all college
women have been raped either
prior to college or while in
college.
•or that 25 percent, 90 percent
were raped by a person the victim knew and 50 percent were
raped by dates.
• victims of acquaintance rape
are women between the ages of
15-19 years old.
•More than half the acquain·
tance rape cases involve the use
of alcohol.

teen people do the grounds
work around campus.
"The beauty and the
cleanliness of the campus is one
of the University's selling
points," West said.
The plant allocates $120,000
to landscaping. To cut costs,
many times the Physical Plant
buys its plants from wholesale
dealers in Alabama or Ten·
nessee and sends an employee
there to pick up the plants.
"Sometimes it is cheaper
than sending it through
Federal Express," he said.
West said those 19 people also
perform other duties. "They are
in the midst of constructing
parking lots,'' he said.
Ten employees man the cen·
tral heating plant 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
"Those would be the first
guys to respond to a problem on
campus,'' West said.
He &aid overall the Physical
Plant receives about 37,000
work orders a year.
MSU, however, is not the only

university spreading its
physical plant thin.
Kemble Johnson, ad·
minstrator of the physical plant
at Western Kentucky University, said his plant has not receiv·
ed any substantial increase in
funds since it experienced huge
budget cuts in 1982.
"We are still serving 15,000
students with the same number
of employees that we had when
we served 10,000," he said.
Western currently allocates
$8.5 million to its physical
plant.
Eastern Kentucky Univer·
sity's physical plant has an
operating budget this year of$7
million. That doe& not include
money allocated for the new
Allied Health and Nursing
Building and two other
buildings the University will
start constucting this year, said
Jim Clark, director of Planning
and Budget.
The University of Louisville
and the University of Kentucky
both budget more than $18
million to their physical plants.

UP THE

PLANT
Continued from Page 1

West said, referring to a study,
made by the Association of
Physical Plant Administrators,
an internatioal associJttion.
The plant was built to support
a much larger campus, West
said. But, he said, the plant is
comfortable with the size of the
University now.
However, any expansion of
the University, West said, will
require a re-evalution of the
size of the Physical Plant Com·
plex and study of how the plant
wants to operate the new
facilities.
When the I&T Building opened, the Physical Plant appointed only five custodians to
the building and added no
grounds workers.
"It is killing us." West said.
The custodial staff in the
building currently takes care of
approximately 25,000 square
feet. West said that is 8,000
square feet more than the na·
tional average and 12,000 more
than union specifications.
Landscaping is also perform·
ed by the Physical Plant. Nine-

LOANS

CD

Continued from Page 7

"Department officials said a
1990 deficits-reduction law
could eliminate 156 trade
schools and 20 colleges and
vocational institutes from the
loan programs becaUJe the institutions have had default
rates in excess of 35 percent for
three consecutive years," the
article said.
1
According to the latest\
figures by the Department of
Education released in 1989, .
Murray State University had a
default rate of 6.2 percent.
"I feel really good about such
a low default rate," Darnell
said. "It is a good reflection of
the quality of our students."
Only one school in Kentucky
has been listed as a target for
the possible loss of it. loan pro·
gram, Darnell said. Phillips

-
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College in Louisville had a
default rate of 46.6 percent.
One of the arguments put
forth by the target schools is
that they are being punished
for educating those who are not
able to afford school on their

that two-thirds complete their
course of study and that twothirds of the graduating
students advance to a higher
level of education or receive a
job in a field related to their
course work," the article
stated.
own.
Some schools might also
According to The Chronicle of
receive
a waiver if they do not
Higher Education, some
rely
heavily
on loans. They
waivers may be possible for
schools if they meet certain have to provide evidence that
criteria, if the schools can show fewer than 15 percent of their
"that their default rates are in- students receive loans.
accurate, that they have made
A large part of the schools
aipifiellllt ptOpell iD reducing that would be affected are trade
their rates over the last two and vocational schools and com·
years or that they have met munity colleges. Especially
either of two sets of criteria.
hard hit would be California,
"m.titutiona must libow that where eight community coltwo-thirds of their students are leges are in danger of losing
economically disadvantaged, their loan programs.
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